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Reporters keep sources secret

Siel's two appeals denied
By Darryl Cauchon
A former. UNH student will be
retried on a murder charge after
the New Hampshire Supreme
Court ruled last Friday that a new
trial would not constitute double
jeopardy.
The court also ruled that two
former reporters of The New
Hampshire need not reveal the
identities of sources questioned in
their investigatio11 of the Nov. 14.
1979 murder of Joseph Woodside.
Barney Siel, of Pittsfield, was
sentenced to life in prison with no
chance of parole, but was released
and granted a new trial when the
State Supreme Court found that
instructions given to the jury
during the first trial were
prejudicial to the _defense.
In preparation of this new trial,
Siel's lawyer - John Boeckeler of
Manchester - issued subpeonas to
The New Hampshire reporters
Laura Meade and Joel Brown.
Boeckeler said the information
the reporters have refused to
disclose would confirm his claim
that someone qther than Siel could
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Atter ·being demed this motion
in Concord's Superior Court,
Siel's lawyer appealed to the
Supreme Court but got similar
results.
"The defendant's double
jeopardy argument has no merit,"
the decision said. "A former
prosecution will not support a
defense of double jeopardy where
the trial court has set aside the
conviction for proper reasons on
the motion of the defendant."
The Supreme Courtjustices also
cited previous court cases that
convinced them "that a majority of
the justices on the U.S. Supreme
Court recognized that a reporter
has a qualified first amendment
privilege to protect confidential
sources."
Moreover, the New Hampshire
Constitution, part I, article 22,
provides a qualified privilege for

reporters in civil cases, the decision
,c;;aid.
"We tlo not believe that, in a
criminal case, this state
constitutional privilege must cease ·
to exist. But because the individual
citizen ·s civil nghts must also be
protected, a news reporter's
privilege is more tenuous in a
criminal proceeding than in a civil
case," the decision said.
The justices also questioned
whether the reporters' information
would affect the verdict in Siel's
-c a s e , t h e re b y _ m a k i n g i t
unnecessary to obtain.
"Tha:t Woodside was in Durham
rather than Keene during the week
prior to his death, as the bulk of
evidence suggests, does not, in and
of itself, help the defense," the
decision said.
"Nor does the information that
another source believed that the
murder was premeditated,
motivated by robbery," the
decision added.
'
"We appreciate the defendant's

SIEL, page 9

D'A~ours: Reagan losing ground

Dan Forget signals what team members and fans hope will be the
outcome of U H's NCAA match against Wisconsin tonight. See
story, page 24. (Tim Skeer photo)

By Greg Flemming
Some 40 UNH students who are
being forced out of Mill Road
House will be given priority over
other students during between-hall
room draw next month, according
to Caroll Bischoff, director of
Residential Life.
Bischoff said those women who
want to live on campus next year
will be given the first appointments
during between-hall signups,
which start April 21.
Acacia fraternity will move back
into Mill Road Houseattheendof

have caused Woodside's death. /
On Nov. 12, 1980, Boeckeler
filed a motion to dismiss the case
on the ground that double
ieopard3/ prohibited a new trial. .

this semester. UNH rented the
building-from the fraternity for the
past three years.
.
Bischoff also said all students
who filled out room applications
before spring break will probably
get a room on campus next year.
ffOUSING, page 6

Mill Road
fanrlly will
he divided
By Greg Flemming
Freshman Katie Parry described
Mill Road House residents as a
family and said, "It's going to be
murder breaking us up."
That may be melodramatic. but
the women who live in Mill Road
House say they will miss the quiet,
friendly, dorm.
The University's lease for the
building with Acacia fraternity
ends after thi semester, and some
40 reside nts will lose their rooms.
But they will be given priority for .
other on-campus housing.
''I'm really sorry because if it
stayed available I know I'd like
there next year," said sophomore
Karen Johnson, who has lived in
Mill Road House for all ofhertime
here except three weeks.
As a freshman, Johnson was put
in a buildup in Hitchcock, but was
later assigned to Mill Road Hou e,
a blocky white building behind
Hunter Hall.
Caroll Bischoff, director of
Residential Life. said the house
provided an "excellent environment." The residents think _ it'_§
BREAK-UP, page 8
'

By Brendan DuBois
what's going on."
WASHINGTON--U.S. Rep.
According to figures from the
Norm D'Amours (D--N.H.) said
Chronicle of Hi_gher Education,
last week he believes that Reagan
SQffi~ StlJci~nts attending New
proposals to cut aid to higher Hampshire colleges during 1980
education are beginning to come
and 1981 received more than $19
under stronger opposition, along
million in aid. Under the proposals
with plans to cut other programs.
for the 1983-84 school year, this
This opposition may mean a
aid would be cut to less than $9
reconsideration of cuts to
million.
education aid, D'Amours said.
"The administration is trying to
The representative for New
decrease federal involvment in
Hampshire's first district also said
education," D'Amours said. "That
if President Reagan's plans for the
to me makes about as much sense
New Federalism are passed, it . as saying they're going to decrease
would mean the state would
the federal involvment in national
probably have to adopt some form
defense.
"I find it so difficult to accept
of a broad-based tax.
In an interview in his . that anybody thinks that the
Washington office, D'Amours said federal government doesn't' have
he has talked to students and an extremely important stake in a
educators about the cuts in well-educated citizenry. It's just
education along with parents.
beyond me," he added.
"There's been a great deal of
D'Amours says he senses a
change in support of the president
concern and I don't think it's
peaked," the 45-year-old from last year, when there was
what he called " ... a euphoric blind
D'Amours said. "I'm not sure that
legislators here are fully aware of following of whatever the

administration suggested." He said
he thought Reagan's election was
not a sign that the country wanted
to swing to the right.
"People wanted Reagan to do
some of the things he's doing, they
wanted him to do most of the
things he's doing, but they didn't
what him to go as far as invariably
he goes--to the excesses,"
D'Amours explained. "They
wanted him to cut taxes and so
what does he do? He cuts taxes to
the extent of giving us the biggest
budget deficits in the history of our
republic.
D'Amours said that Reagan's
New Federalism proposals will
mean large problems for New
Hampshire, and might force the
state to adopt a broad-based tax.
Under the proposals, some federal
programs would be transferred to
the states, and the government
would continue paying for the
programs for four years by taxing

D'AMOURS, page 19

U.S. Rep. Norm D'Amours (D-N.H.), in an interview last week in Washington, said he hopes proposed
educational cuts will not be enacted. (Ralph Morang photo)
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NEWS IN BRIEF
INTERftATIOIIAL
Junta suspends constitution
GUATEMALA -- One day after taking power in military coup, a
junta of three military officers suspended the Guatemalan
Constitutions and the activities of all political parties Wednesday.
Some U.S. officials have said they knew of the impending coup as
early as January, but the coup was a surprise since it was headed by
senior military officials ony and not by junior military officials and
,civilians as they had thought.

Arab protesters ambush ·v ehicle
NABLUS, Occupied West Bank -- After Israel dismissed the top
two Palestinian mayors in the ocupied West Bank of the Jordan
River, Arab protesters reacted yesterday by ambushing an Israeli
army vehicle with grenades, killing one soldier and woundinl! three
others.
The soldier, Sgt. Pinhas Grossmark, 30, was the first Isrneli to oiP
in week of violence that has also been responsible for the deaths of
five Arabs and the wounding of 21 others.

NATIONAL
Reagan hea~s off regulation hill
WASHINGTON -- After personally calling wavering senators in
a last minute lobbying effort, President Reagan managed to get the
Senate to sustain a veto in Congress of an emergency energy
allo~ation bill on Wednesday.
The bill, which would have given Reagan the power to allocate
crude oil and impose price controls, was opposed by Reagan who
has said that all oil supplies be kept free from any controls.

Shuttle may stay up longer
CAPE CAN A VER AL, Fla.--N ASA officials said last night that ·
the space shuttle "Columbia" may have to start conserving fuel in
case 1t has to stay in orbit longer.
The shuttle is scheduled to land at White Sands, New Mexico, this
Monday, but blinding sandstorms are predicted for this weekend.
Officials-said the storms would prevent "Columbia" from landing
on schedule.

lOCAL

He warns of the Siamese octopUS
By David P. Foster
who were snatched up to fight in
We are all victims of the Siamese wars, were so illiterate that they
octopus, and have been for 6,000 did not know their left foot from
years. The United States is their right. Their commanding
maggoty meat, doomed like the officers were obliged to tie hay to
Titanic. Uncle Sam got to the top one foot and straw to the other so
of the roller coaster at Revere that the peasants could march in
Beach in 1920·, and we have been time.
"A parallel exists today in the
on the downhill side of the
mass of 'sheep le' who do not know
mountain ever since.
their political right from their left,
Did you know that?
which is one of the most important
"There's a lot you don't know,"
Hal Meras tells me, leaning things to know," he says, pounding
his fist on the table.
forward in his chair. "That's what
Meras spends much of his
the mountain is all about."
We are sitting in the MUB leisure time on campus seeking out
people who will listen to his ideas,
cafeteria, one of the 77-yeir-old
Exeter native's favorite haunts as many unsuspecting UNH
students have discovered. For
during his frequent visits to UNH.
Meras, leisure is a full-time
"Yes, I've had several good
confrontations with students in occupation.
"I've never held a steady job in
this room," he says. Meras is
my life. Consequently I have had
wearing a corduroy jacket and a
plenty of time to think, ponder,
soiled sweater vest. Pinned to the
vest is an oversized name tag that drift and dream." He owes this
reaas: ·· ttALfway MEKry rreeaom to a worKmg wile.
"My wife is a saint, if there are
christmAS ".
saints," he says. "She has put up
Is this man crazy?
"The answer is an emphatic yes," with my abuse for 50 years, and has
Meras spits. I wipe the spray off saved me, the estate, and the
business many times."
my sleeve.
The business is Meras Exeter
"I'm completely nuts. But I'm in
good company. Western Company, which Meras' father
civilization has always been run by started in 1899, selling used
crazy men . We would never be in furniture to students at the Phillips
Exeter Academy.
our present position if it were not
The elder Meras introduced his
so."
son to 'independent thinking' early
·'Many people who were
in life.
considered 'post-humorously' as
"My father was a one-man party
geniuses were looked upon as nuts
in Exeter for 50 years. He hired the ·
in their own time.
local radio once a week, called
"I'm ahead of my time by about
two decades. Moses was ahead of
himself the Civic Crusader, and
his time by at least 5,000 years--the · spoke out against everything from
ten commandments haven't taken cigarettes to racetracks."
Hal Meras has been a crusader
hold yet; as far as I can tell."
Meras fills his speech with puns himself since 1962, when zoning
ordinances were proposed in
and twists of the English language,
Exeter that would have "enhanced
pausing often to scribble
the ability of the Phillips Exeter
mysterious notes on any blank
Academy trustees--! call them
piece of paper he can find.
The conversation wanders, "ad absentee landlords"to have their
own way."
infinitummy", as Meras draws
His crusading is no longer
anecdotes ·from a broad range of
limited to local matters.
subjects.
''I'm out to change the world,"
'Do you know the origin of the
he says, sounding almost like he
term 'hayfoot, strawfoot'? Well, 111
tell you. The peasants of Europe, · means it. "The United States is a

Quinlan case, kept alive by
artificial means. And I'm atl for
pulling the plug."
"If there is any messiah for the
New World, it was Henry David
Thoreau. He was the greatest
independent thinker the world will
ever see."
MERAS, page 5
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Hal Meras

Tower will ease Center's cramp
Student arrested

DURHAM-UNH sophomore David L. Antczak, 19, was arrested
March 24 for possession of a controlled drug.
Campus police on patrol March 9 near Stoke Hall heard a group
of students shouting out Antczak's eight floor window, and when
they investigated, they found marijuana in his room, police said.
A trial date has been set for April 2 in Durham District Court.

Kari-vans to run to hockey finals
DURHAM -- Kari-Van is having a bus service to the NCAC
hockey finals to run Friday and Saturday. The bus will be running
from A Lot at 4:00 p.m.
Tickets are being sold at Kari-Van for $7.00 and are available to
students, faculty, staff and dependants. For further informatio.n call
2-2338.

Ditital donates

scholarship

DURHAM -- Digital, a New England computer firm, recently
gave UNH $2,500 to encourage women to pursue careers in
engineering and computer science.
The scholarship, whic!-1 will be awarded May IO, was set up for a
highly motivated UN H female engineering or computer science
major. Digital also gave a $1,000 grant to the UN H student chapter
'
of the Society of Women Engineers.

Weather
Today will be rainy with a chance of wet snow along with highs in
the mid-30's according to the National Weather Service in Concord.
Tonight and tomorrow will be windy and cold with a chance of
·
snow flurries. Tomorrow's high's will be around freezing.

By Larry LaPointe
Most students think of the New
England Center as only a hotel and
restaurant. Yet 1ts purpose as a
Center of Continuing Education
has not been entirely utilized due
to a shortage of housing space.
"The full potential of the Center
has not been realized," said John
Hose, executive assistant to the
president. "The size of available
conference space is enough for 250
people. In a single tower you can
only house 80 people. This limits
overnight conferences unless
people can find someplace else
closeby to stay."
Tony Codding, director of the
New England Center, said that
over the past three years the Center
has had to turn down an average of
one good sized conference a week
due to the lack of housing. Within
the last year, he said, that number
is probably higher.
"With (space for) 80 people, if
you accept a group with 50 people
for say, April 20, and another
group of 40 calls for the same day
we have to tell them we can't
accommodate them," Codding
said. "We're talking small numbers
and that's the crime here."
Codding said that even if the
group can find a nearby hotel with
space for its people to stay it's
doubtful they will take it.
"We're really working with a
shoehorn here," he said. "Once you
get one group in there you're stuck
unless you can find another group
of exactly the right size."
The New England Center was
-originally planned to be larger
than what now exists. Three
towers were in the plans but only

one was built.
"Not enough dollars were raised
at the time," said Bob Leberman,
director of development.
In 1980 the Campaign for
Distinction started at The
University and a new tower for the
New England Center is one of its
goals.
"The Campaign for Distinction
is a fund raising campaign for
specific projects," Hose said. Other
projects planned by the campaign
include renovations to some

New state law will restrict

smoking in UNH buildings
By Barbara Norris
A new state law that restricts
smoking in enclosed public places
applies to virtually all University
buildings, according to Peter
Hollister, assistant vice president
for Facilities Sevices.
. The law, efffective August, 1981
states that stnoking is prohibited in
enclosed public areas, except in
'
designated smoking places.
"The law as defined, includes
UNH," Hollister said. "We must
take steps to come into compliance
with it."
Hollister said all University
buildings will adhere to the law by
next fall.
"The law will be easy to
implement," he said, "but it will be
diffficult to identify and decide
whether an area should .be
designated smoking or non'.).

(,1·

buildings on campus, endowments
for professors, and a modernization of the Dairy Center.
"We looked at the needs on
campus," Leberman said. "We
looked at what would receive
capital funding (by the state). The
things funded by the Campaign ·
would not be funded by the state."
Since the New England Center is
largely self supporting, it is not a
high priority for state funding,
CENTER, page 9
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smoking.
The first buildings to comply
with the law this spring will be
Barton Hall, Putnam Hall, and the
Marine Program Building. The
prototype buildings will be clearly
marked with "No Smoking" signs
and monitored for the rest of the
semester to measure reactions, he
said.
"The policies are reasonable,"
said Gregg Sanborn, dean of
students. "The law is geared to
respect the rights of all concerned,
both smokers and non-smokers."
"I have no objections to
designated non-smoking areas as
long as there is sufficient room for
smokers," said smoker Bryan
Walter, computer science graduate
student.
SMOKING, page 8
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Election runoff to be next week
position."
trustee position represents all three ·
By Barbara Norris
The election rotates each year university campuses, including
Ladies and gentlemen, the new
among UNH, Plymouth and TRUSTEE page 7
student trustee is ... Never mind; it's
'
Keene state colleges. _The student '-a runoff.
Since no candidate received the
needed 50 percent of the vote-,
another election will be held
March 30 and 31 between Jon
Cohen and Larry Lesieur.
· According to Derek Hulitzky,
student senate public informatjon
officer, of the 1,503 votes cast,
Cohen received 45.9 percent and ·
Lesieur 19 .2 percent.
Remaining votes were cast as
follows: Michael Jacques, I 1.3 ·
percent; Peter Stone 11.2 percent;
Judy Haig, 6.5 percent; and Steve
McCann, 5.5 percent.
Lesieur said his chances of
winning are "not very good." 'Tm
not putting up any more posters or
doing ~nv more c::trnp::ti.qnin.q , " · he

said. "Let the cards fall where they. ·
may ...
Cohen said he thought the
runoff was "inevitable." "When
you have a low voter turnout,
anything can happen," he said. "I
really don't f~el _!h~t_s~cure in my

·-

Jon Cohen

Larry Lesieur

Aid search firm claims ben-efit
Photographer Charles Wyckoff is training dolphins to photograph
creatures in Loch Ness. (Henfi Barber photo)

-Speaker is searching
for Loch Ness . -a nimal
By M.L. Sleep
thing, because they are not
Just when you thought it was monsters."
·
safe to go back in the water, Dr.
According to him, there would
Charles Wyckoff has photogra- have to be a colony of twenty or
phic evidence that you · might not more creatures for the species ~o
be alone.
have survived. Nor does Wyckoff
Wyckoff's current pet project is believe they are limited to Loch
trying · to obtain photographic Ness. He also suggested that
evidence of the inhabitants of Loch
reports of creatures in Lake
Ness in Scotland . .
Ch~mplain and other lakes around
A specialist in photographic the world might belong to the same
science.he has invented film for a
family.
wide range of use. Some of his film
But Wyckoff did not start out as
has been used by Nasa to film a hunter or even a believer of
moon exploration studies as well 'Nessie.' Following a working trip
as to capture pictures of nuclear to Africa, he - stopped over in
explosions in space.
Scotland to lend a colleague a
In a lecture sponsored by Sigma . hand on a project.
a
Xi, Wyckoff said of the Loch Ness SPEAKER, page 18
monster, "There ain't no such

By M.L. Sleep
This yea·r, more than ever
before, Federal aid cutbacks will
force students to find alternative
sources of money for · college,
according to Richard Craig,
director of financial aid.
Where then does a student turn?
In the last decad.e a number of
businesses have evolved which deal
exclusively with matching
financial aid sources to invdividual
students.
Mary Ann Maxin, executive
director of one such company,
Scholarship Search in New York
City, compared it to computer
· dating.
·
"We locate financial aid ·for
which a student is. elligible by
computer. That is done by having
the student fill out an application
and (then we) feed it into the
computer. The computer holds
250,000 sources valued at $500
million. If the student meets the
requirements of the donor then it
appears on the listing . we provide
to the student," Maxin said.
The listing provided to a student
from ·Scholarship Search
"contains a maximum of 25

sources. There are Federal funds.if . already passed.
applicable," Maxin said. The
Another area of contention is
listing is compiled in sequence the promotional literature the
from information in the computer- companies use.
bank, and stops after the first 25
"The concern is . about the
sources are fisted even -if. there are impression created about mass
30 or more available. These - sums of money that go unused,"
sources can include scholarships, said Craig. "That may not be an
grants and ·1oans, regardless of accurate representation."
deadlines.
In fact, the New York City
Scholarship Search charges $67 Department of Consumer Affairs
plus_ postage and handling for· the filed charges against Scholarship
service.
Search in December 1981 for
"The question on whether it is allegedly using misleading ·
worth it or not depends on the information in its promotional
~id," said Craig. These program's literature.
have "a degree of attractiveness
"They would like us to change
now that hasn't been there before." our literature," said Maxin. "and it
But, he said, "Over the years the · would not be j_n the company's best
feedback we have heard has. been interest to do so. So we are arguing
essentially negative."
the point."
,
The problems with some of these
"We have nothing to hide," she
companies is their - listings can added. "It is an unfortunate
include sources that are already situation. We have a beneficial
wid_ely known such as Guaranteed . service. We help. Forty percent of
Student Loans .and work study the people get aid of approxiprograms, aid for which the mately 20,000 ~hat _apply."
student is not elligible, or aid in
which application deadlines have CUTBACKS, page 8

School purchases ·computers
By Steve Damish
our students will go into small definitely going to run a restaurant
Students in the Thompson
businesses."
program. In Forestry, students will
School of Applied Sciences
The one-credit course will
answer questions like, 'What breed
'(TSAS) will be required to enroll require three hours a week, half of should I cultivate? What plants?'"
in a computer . literacy course
the time being for lectures and the
Other things computers can do
starting in September, according other half for lab work. ·
are greenhouse inventory and help
to Lewis Roberts, director of
Tuttle ·and Bir! · Scott, the
with proper feed selection.
Thomson School.
instructors of the course, plan to
In the past, representatives from
The incoming freshman to the first describe the parts of the
computer businesses lectured to
Thompson School students, but
school will have to take Math 410, computers and to familiarize the
a seven-week course on the use of students with the computers' that was a failure :
micro-computers, as part of their operation before · giving the
· "We had people from computer
college requirements.
students hand-on training.
corporations come in," said Tuttle.
Thompson School, the first
"We're going to · show what
"They just show the student neat
things the computers can do. We
school of its kind to hav~ such a systems are available, what they
requirement.· received a $15,000 cost, what they'll do for businesses,
don't think the neat things are
grant from the State Department etc.," said Tuttle. "We want to . what they want to do with the
of Education in December ahd familiarize them with programs
computer. We want them
used part of it to purchse one now in use in their fields."
· ( computers) to do hard-core
· Apple, one Radio Shack TSR80
Tuttle sees computers as being
decisions." .
and four Northstar computers at a helpful in inventory, management,
. Unlike oth-er computer courses,
total . cost of "about $13,000" payrolls, and accounts.
Math 41 Odoes not require learning
"Less obvious is livestock
how to pr_ograrn computers.
according to Steve Tuttle, the
feeding," Tuttle said. "The.re are a
."It's different than other
developer of the course.
''It's (course) another thing to million ways to use them."
computer literacy courses because
help them (students)," Roberts
The course will be geared to the
we don·'t require ·students to
said-. "This will help .make them different departments of
program them" said Tuttle. "We·
more employable when · they Thompson School-Business
think students have a fear of
graduate."
·
Management, Food Service computers. They (students) don't
The course came about because Management, Animal Sciences,
know how to prgrani them, they're
of the increasing use of comput~rs Horticulture Technology, Civil
too ·teclinicaT. They're not."
by ·small businesses.
Technology, and Forestry.
Thompson School students
"Five years ·from-n_ow, virtually
"If I've got . Animal Science
have already' expressed interest in
every business will have one," said students, then I'm going to run a
the course. .
·
Tuttle. "We feel that they'll have program on something they'll do," _ "It;s not required of those that . Durham-UNH firefighters went to the Huddleston Hall room of .
the micro-computer because they Tuttle said._ "If I'm working with - COMPUTER, page- 5
.. · - Peggy Larned and Sheila Frazier yesterday for this burst steam pipe.
are for small _~_l;!~inesses. Most of ___ F..Qod Service Manage~e_!!t, I'm_
No injuries were reported. (Tim Sk'eer photo)
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Internal Transfer into O.T.
Students interested in internal transfer into the
Occupational Therapy Department:

Library buys poetry collection
By Gerald Duffy

Applications available:
O.T. Departmer..t
218 Hewitt Hall
School of Health St~dies

Deadline: May 7, 1982

For 33 years distinguished
American poet Galway Kinnell
sent letters and COP.ies of his poems
to fell ow poet and critic Charles
Bell.
Kinnell spent much of his time
travelling and this was a way of
safekeeping his work.

And recently Dimond Library
acquired Bell's entire collection.
.. It's a coup," said Head
Librarian Don Vincent. .. It was a
major purchase and we're
delighted to have the archive."
Vincent said the library bid for
the poet's personal co1lection but
had been .outbid by the Lilly
Library at the University of
Indiana.
However, Vincent said Bell's
collection is more complete than
Kinnell's own.
The collection, containing about
300 letters, 350 drafts, and 19 book
manuscripts, was obtained
through a grant by the UNH
Alumni Undesignated Gifts Fund.
The acguisition was arranged by
Fri'ends of UNH Library.
White said some of the work has
arrived at the library and the
balance is en route from Bell's New
Mexico home. The completed
collection will be housed in Special
Collections on the third floor at the
Dimond Library.

According to American Poetry
Review (March 1980 issue) the 50year-old Kinnell .. is the most
prominent comtemporary poet in
the line descending from
Emerson."
.. Kinnell is a great lyric poet in
the true sense," said poet and UN H
English professor Charles Simic.
"He recites his poems beautifully:
it's very moving."
· Part of the collection has
multiple drafts of Kinnell's work.
This is valuable to poetry scholars
because the evolution of ideas can
be traced through the revisions,
Simic said.
For instance, there are nine
manuscript versions of The Book
of Nightmares, a long poem
Kinnell worked on between 1968
and 1970, according to Special
Collections Librarian Barbara
White
Much of the poet's work focused
on New England and two of his
POET, page 19
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If you want to know what he
I admit I can't think of any, but ·
Meras admires now Thoreau ·
means by that, you'll have to ask
my answer doesn't seem to matter.
protested · slavery and the
him yourself. Hal Meras welcomes
Hal Meras is already off and
Mexican-American War by not
all comers.
running again about · Western
paying his taxes, and by going·to
..I have a surplus of ideas I will
jail because of it.
Civilization and Judeo-Christian
share with anyone. My aim is to
.. He was willing to put his feet
ethic .
.. They are the Siameses-octopus, force people to do something they
where his mouth was. How many
people do you know who are
with at least seven tentacles," he are not in the habit of d,oi_ng, and
that is to stop and think."
willing to do that?" Meras asks.
says.
And they call this man crazy?

··· ------·- coMPUTER------~
are freshman," said Roberts, .. but
my impression is that most are
going to take it as an elective."
The course is not expected to
grow }?ecause _of Ia_~k__.Q( mo_ney._
Tuttle and Scott are regular faculty
and will receive no extra pay for
teaching computer literacy.
But because of the grant, the
course so far has not cost the
University extra money.

(continued from page 3)
"Thcreare fund~ - for ~dd~d waiting to-see.what the response is.
faculty," said Tuttle ... We're - So far it's been-excellent."

Craig F. Evans, Esquire
General Practice of Law
Small Business Incorporation .......... 5300 plus costs
Simple Will ................................... s35
l4cgt1I Chcck-V p ...•••.•........•........•...... s20

(this is a review & analysis of your current legal affairs)

Interested in
writing or
photography

Personal Injury Matters .... 25% of recovery plus costs
Other fees upon request

48A Main Street, Durham, N.H. 868--5364

FRIDAY,. March 26

MID-SEMESTER: LAST DAY TO DROP COURSES OR
WITHDRAW WITHOUT ACADEMIC LIABILITY. LAST
DAY TO CARRY OVERLOAD CREDITS WITHOUT A
SURCHARGE .
EXHIBITION OF STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHERS: Work by
students in Photography 11--Art 651 current semester. Sponsored
by Art Department. Hewitt Hall Exhibition Corridor, 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Exhibition continues through May 3.
A TASTE OF TA LENT: Billy Storm. Sponsored by The
Association for Student Talent & Entertainment (T.A.S.T.E.).
Cafeteria, Memorial Uni_on, 12 noon-I :30 p.m.
MUB PUB: Movie Night--Caddyshack, starring Bill Murray. 8
p.m. Admission: $1. UNH ID/proof of age required.
GRADUATE RECITAL: Cecile Deroche, organ. Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
SATURDAY, March 27

SENIOR RECITAL: C. Joy Riggs, bassoon. Bratton Recital Hall,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Billy Storm and Cary S. Linden-Marshall. Sponsored
by

The

for

. A.:,ociation

Student

Talent

&

Entertainment

(T.A.S.T.E.). Memorial Union, 8-11 p.m. Admission: $1. UNH
ID/ proof of age required.
CONTRADANCE WITH · SWALLOWTAIL: Sponsored by
Country Dancers. Beginners welcome-all dances taught. Wear
soft-soled shoes. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8:30 p.m.
Admission: $2.50.
SUNDAY, March 28

TRIP LEADER
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

·Room ISi

M~
THE FIRESIDE EXPERIENCE PROGRAM is
currently seeking staff/ trip leaders to help coordinate next
year's program. If you are interested in working in a
vigoro_us learning environment that will teach you more
about yourself while sharing with others FIRESIDE is
what you want.

Resumes
Professionally Written
Personal Service
Reasonable Prices

Interested stude ts can pick up an application at th<.
Dean of Students Office, Huddleston Hall, from Margo
LeClair.

~- Call
"Put it in Writing"
603-424-2398

APPLICATION DEADLINE APRIL 2, 1982 ·

1,HE BRIDE OF
FRANKENSTEIN
Starring: Boris Karloff,
Elsa Lanchester
· THE BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN is another thrilling
tale of Gothic horror with the monster Frankenstein,
this time with a touch ht sardonic humor added to the
terror as the mad doctor creates a mate for his
monster. The fut\Jre bride he builds and the monster's
vis"it to a blind man are two of the chilling highlights in
this great classic.

,,,

Sunday, March 28th
Strafford Room, MUB
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.

$1.00 Admission

JUNIOR RECITAL: Kimberly Smith, clarinet, and ·Kris Hall,
flute. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
MUSO FILM: ••Bride of Frankenstein." Strafford Room
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission:$ I or season film pass:
MONDAY, March 29

UNIVERSITY THEATER PREVIEW: UNH Dance Theater
Company's annual concert. Students will premiere new faculty
works in ballet, jazz,_and modern dance. Directed by Jean Brown,
Jean Mattox, and Larry Robertson. Johnson Theater, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission: $1, at door only.
NEW/ OLD CINEMA: .. Le Bete Humaine," directed by Renior.
Sponsored by MUSO. Room I IO, Murkland, 7 p.m.
TUESDAY, March 30

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Descartes and the Age of
Reason. Barbara S. Tovey, Philosophy. Room 127, Hamilton
Smith, I 1:10 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: UNH Dance Theater Company's
annual concert. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. ,
Admission: UNH student and employees/ senior citizens $3; generai
$4. Continues through April 3, with a 2 p.m. matinee on March 31.

NURSES RN'S-GN'S
begin your
profession at
White Plains
Hospital
Medical
Center

WOULD YOU LIKE TO:
Enhance your communication skills?
Gain experience in interviewing and
public relations techniques?
Learn- more about your University?

OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, April 1, 1982

STUDENTS ADMISSION REP-R ESE_N TATIVE
;,_.~

June21.1982
Apply your professional knowledge
in the Clinical setting with the help
of a PreceptoI This is a 4-month
Preceptor Program working with a
knowledgeable RN who is responsible for your initial orientation and
continued development This proa ccommodate
gram is designed to _
individual needs and progr8$.
Regular sched1Jled seminars with
head nurses and a nursing staff.
There is no rotation with every
other weekend ott and work the ·- ...
same time as your PreceptoI Preceptors are accepted in special units.

..

COMPETITIVE SALARY RANGE

$19.349_::$20,599 (includes a shift
ditferential of $2.015)

Compli mentary Buffet
thro ughout the
Day and Evening
No Appointment
Necessary
Just Stop By Anytime

For More Information Contact:
Kathleen Hayes, RN

Professional Recruiter
(914) 949-4500 Ext. 2069

To learw n;,ore about this -."

/,
t'!'

PRECEPTORPROGRAM

1000 AM-3 00 PM
5 00 PM-9 00 PM

Become a

,

One of Westchester's most prestigious
Hospital Centers is ottering

1

'challenging Opportunity drop by

Christensen Main Loun'5e Tuesday, March ,J0 at 7:00 p.m.
i
·
or
! ~ .~~ : "'.~ ' . ; ~~ . ~ . 1 .~
Senate::¥ef,;ima_ck ~qo_m Wednesday, Marc_h 31 at 4:00 p.rn.
-~

'

.;

..

~

~

Off'ice .
,iow, qvai/a/j/e i!l the Admissions
A,gp/ifafipns
••
;t,
.>". \
. . :,.i._1,

~:i,t_:-~·'"'

~,l

-,(·

.

Ii

WHITE PLAINS
HOSPITAL
MEDICAL CENTER

Davis Ave at East Post Rd
Wh ite Plains . N Y 10601
Equal Opportuni ty
Employer M /F

-~•~\{~;~<~:~-'. ~ -. ',%(/\/:..
.J

•

.£• .,.,..,;--••

I

,. A;!,~::-•~~~
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.IIOTICES

._--HOUSING~-----

A~ADEMIC

COMPUTER SERVICES

WSBE FACULTY ADVISING: Open to all U_NH
students. Faculty advisors for the week of March 29 are
Professors Hurd, Mills. Fink, and Schlobohm. Monday
through Thursday. WSBE Advising Office, 1:30-3:30
p.m.

Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed below.
Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or stop by Room
2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 charge for non-USNH
personnel. All courses are held at Stoke Cluster unless
otherwise indicated.

SYNCHRONIZED SWIM CLUB: Practice time will be
Mondays, Wednesdays. and Fridays, throngh April -16.
3-4 p.m. in the Field House Pool. Instructions will be
available.

BACKUP: Used to archive or store files on magnetic
tape. Maintains·a directory on tape of the files it writes.
This course explains how to use BACKUP and avoid
errors. Prerequisite: Beginning Timesharing. Previous
experience with tapes is helpful, but not required.
Tuesday. mhrch 30, 2-4 p.m. Course fee: $2.

CAREER
RESUME CRITIQUE: An opportunity for students to
receieve feedback on first draft resumes on a first-comefirst-served basis. Sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement Service. Friday, March 26. Room 203,
Huddleston. 1:30-4:30 p .m.

INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP:
Videotape. lecture and discussion sessions to help
students prepare for employment interviewing. Monday,
March 29, Forum Room, Dimond Library. 6:30 p.m.
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement Service.

CU BS & ORGANIZATIONS
INTERNATIONAL COFFEE HOUR : Join us for food .
drink, music and friends from around the world .
Sponsored by International Student Office. Friday,
March 26, Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union, 4-6
p.m.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
MEETING : General meeting to discuss International
Festival. Friday, March 26. Carroll Room, Memorial
Union, 3-4 p.m .

HANDICAPPED STUDENTS ORGANIZATION
MEETING: Monday, March 29, Grafton Room,
Memorial Union, 6 p.m.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS SUNDAY SOCIAL:
Sponsored by International Women's Group. Sunday,
March 28, Judith Roberts' home, 5-7:30 p.m. Call 8682953 for a ride.

TOSNOM MEETING: Open to members and nonmembers. Every Tuesday. Rockingham Room,
Memorial Union. 8 p.m.

BEGINNING TIMESHARING 1,2: Two-session course
provides instruction in the mechanics of terminal
operation, the LOGIN procedure, and other monitor
commands. lnlcuded will be an overview of
DECsysteml0 software and an outline of file
organization and structure. A demonstration on the use
of the terminal and Iineprinterwill be conducted in one of .
the public terminal clusters during the first session
lecture. This course is a prerequisite to many other short
courses in Computer Services' Education Program.
Monday .and Wednesday. March 29 and 31, 9-11 a.m.
Course fee: $4. Will be offered again on Tuesday and
Thursday, March 30 and April I, 6-8 p.m.
MICROCOMPUTER SEMINAR SERIES: Series of
monthly seminars will focus on various aspects of
microcomputers. Topic for March is CP / M Operating
System. Prior experience with micros would be helpful in
understanding the jargon, although this is not essential.
Friday. March 26, 2:30-4:30 p.m.

COUNSELING & TESTING

<continued from page 1)
- More than 3,100 students doing this, Residential Life learned
applied for on-campus housing how many students want to live on
next year, she said. While that campus without guaranteeing any
number plus an estimated 2,000 student "Of a room.
·
incoming freshmen is greater than
Students who want to live in the
4,500 budgeted beds on campus, same dorm next year will choose
Bischoff is planning on some · their rooms between April 12 and
cancellations.
·
14.
If more students applied for onBischoff said the three-year lease
campus housing than could be
accomodated, there would be a for Mill Road House was neither
lottery to randomly eliminate profitable nor a "significant" loss.
She said women living in
some students.
The University asked students Stanton House in two years, when
· for room applications before the the University's lease with ATO
$100 deposit this year, instead ofat ends, will also be given priority for
the same time as in the past. Bx_ _ on campus housing.

I

Canceris
_ often curable.

The fear
ofcanceris
oftafatal.

A Staged Reading of

COLD SHOWER

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES: Jealousy. facilitated
by Penny Chick and Janet Grace. One of a series of
informal experiential workshops designed to help you
explore ways of understanding issues of personal interest.
Sponsored by Counseling and Testing Center.
Wednesday, March 31. ·Schofield House. 7 p.m.

A Play in Two Acts
- by

Todd Irvine

-GENERAL
ANNUAL UNH GREENH~USE OPE_N HOUSE:
Advice on using wood ashes for fertilizer, growing
vegetables, blueberries, soybeans, and plant
propagation. Spring flower displays and free soil tests.
Plant problems diagnosed by Plant Science and Botany
and Plant Pathology staffs. Sponsored by Colllege of
Life Sciences and Agriculture. Friday and Saturday,
March 26 and 27. UNH Greenhouses, 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

Friday, March 26
_Hennessy Theater PCAC 7 p.m.

Admission Free
Students a_nd Faculty .

:::!::?!!:==========================!=========~..

!~

,r !

,..-AN OFE

LETTER TO ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY,iND STAFF!!~

Are You Tired Of Always Needing Money? ·
A WONDERFUL NEW MULTr-LEVEL MARKETING OPPORTUNITY
IS JUST BEING INTRODUCED IN THIS AREA!!

.You may not believe this· but, it's a PROVEN (no risk) opportunity with ·the
fastest growing company in the history of multi-level marketing .. .In one year,
sales have cli,.mbed to over 100 million dollars!!

IT'S EASIER THAN YOU THINK!
- The product is an essential commodity used in every home two,
three, or more times a week.
- It's consumable, therefore, it creates VERY HIGH REPEAT
SALES.
- Very low investment is needed.
- You MAKE MONEY and SAVE MONEY BY USING THE
PRODUCT.
- No meetings required--you have an unlimited territory.
- You have NO COMPETIT£ONi
- It's RECESSION-PROOF!
PART TIME or FULL TIME--We offer PROOF that many others (not a
few) are n:iaking $2,000 to $5,000 a month!! It's happening as you rend this
ml.

DON'T WAIT! DELAY IS COSTLY!!
You'll kick yourself around the block if you pass up this most rewarding opportunity! It's the
type of business that will protect you and your family in bad times as well as good times. This is
not a pyramid scheme. It's an ethical marketing opportunity.

WRITE IMMEDIATELY FOR FREE INFORMATION!
You'll Be On Your Way To Success.
&ird Marketing Associates
Epping, N.H. 03042.

Howto
dowellin
Economy Class
Simple. Fly Capitol Air's Economy Class. Our
fares are the lowest of any scheduled airline so
you can use the money you save for lots of
other things. Like a Eura ii pass if you fly us to
Brussels, Frankfurt or Zurich. More time in the
sun if you're headed for Miami, San Juan or
Puerto Plata..Or for even more fun in New York,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago or Boston.
And, if you are flying to 'Europe this summer,
make your reservation and buy your ticket
now. With our guaranteed fare policy you are
protected against any fare increases from now
·until departure.
.
So if you want to do well in Economy Class,
fly Capitol's.
For reservations, call your Travel Agent or
Capitol at 800-223-6365 or 800-621-5330

No one makes Economy Class
· as economical as we do.

-.J-G!1~o~rli,a
THE LOWEST FARES

Sanll'ran~·p ~~~~
I~_
... Ans----~~::;.-
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Are you ready for Spring?

. {continued from page 3)

we have:

next year. regardless of what
"I feel there was a c·onflict of
students, faculty and the public.
Lesieur said the participation happens ... 1'11 either move up or 111 .- interest there," he said.
Elections will be held on March
might be even less this election · move out,•• he said.
Lesieur also said his chances of 30 and 31 in Kingsbury Hall, the
than it was last election because
Memorial Union Building, the
they had trouble getting students winning may have been decreased
to man the operation before due to The New Hampshire library, WSBE, Stoke Hall and all
endorsement.
three dining halls.
vacation.
"I think I'm more qualified for
the position,'' said Lesieur, "but I
COme Join us at our extraordinary
think it's · turning out to be a
popularity contest."
"I think we are dead heat in
qualifications," said Cohen. "He
makes up for qualifications I have
in other areas and vice-versa . .,
, Cohen said he felt the last
campaign was "clean and classy."
"Students made their decisions
based on how they felt;_ I was
happy with the whole campaign.••
Lesieur said he will not be
Outstanding current and backllst tttles from
returning to the Student Senate
America's leadlng publishers.

..........................
Quality Paperback
Book Sale.

I.
. 2.
.. 3.
4.
5.

Earth Tone - all purpose skin color
Highlighting
Complete Redken line
-Hennas
Body Perms
.,

Not to mention our speciality Hair Styling!

a':"~

29 Main St.
Durham

CUSTOM

T-SHIRT PRINTING

50o/o of1~~:r

CHeCK.OUT

Town & Campus (Main Floor)

.THE-SPORTS.
PAGE$-

"Special purchase of paperbacks"

..........................

Businesses, clubs, organizations

·nats, tot~·golhhirts,
. sweatshirts
Many styles available
No order too small

N.H. PRINTWORKS
3131 Lafayette Road
Portsmouth, N. H. 03801

"FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
Sept. 6-Dec. 10 Institute of Irish Studies 12-15 Credits
SUMMER SESSION
Aug. 1-Aug. 21 6 Credits
Institute of Irish Studies at Trinity College, Dublin

., .L

r ,,~

a..

..

~

,

j

FOR INFORMATION:
Dr. John J. Mclean
Mohegan C_o mmunity College
· Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931, x243

COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

PETER C. GREIDER

_has YOUR night specials
Seafood Platter

Friday:

$6.75
Fried Clam Dinner

$6.25
~aturday:

Seafood Platter

$6.75

Study Abroad: England, Ireland, Mexico, Spain, Denmark, Egypt, Germany, India

New York Si~loin Special

Switzerland, Ghana , Israel, France
Work Abroad: England, Ireland, France, New Zealand

$7 .75

The

Commuter Advocate
UNH Commuter News

is now accepting applications
for the compensated
position of

Sunday Buffet
Every Sunday 12-4 p.m.

Editor
In Chief

$4.95 per person
Includes:
Small Salad
Your choice of:

for the academic year
1982-1983

Apply NOW
at the
Commuter
Transfer Center
Room 136
MUB

603-431-8319

NICK'S

1981-1982
OVERSEAS
ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS

phone
868-70S1

----

Chicken T ettrazini
Poetic Pasta
Manicotti
Haddpck Parmesan
Lunch
Mon.-Fri. 11:30-2:00 p.m. ·
Dinner
Mon.-Thurs. 4:00-8:00p.m.
Fri.& Sat 4:00-9:00p:m.
Sun. 4:00-8:00p.m.
Closed 2:00-4:00 daily

13 oz.
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- ------------..---------SMOKING
(continued from page 2) _
Used Book Sale
(sale ends April 15)

-All In Stock Booksinc!udes: cookbooks, medical, English Lit,
Drama, Agriculture, Religion, languages
-many -out of print and rare-

UPPERCUT
EMPORIUM

H onister said there will be no
problems · enforcing the law
because "society is predominately
non-smokers who _will get angry
with inconsiderate smokers."

"My hope is that we w·in elicit
cooperation with students, faculty
and st~ff," said Sanborn. •~1 h~pe
they will adhere to the policy. .
Freshman non-smoker John _

Songwriter

John

Mon-Sat.

ANTIQUES

9-6

Durham Shopping Plaza

Perrault

COUNSELORS

Saturday, March 27

Summer Employment

8:30 p.m. until closing

Van Staveren said students will
smoke in non-smoking areas
regardless of rules against it.
"People are used to smoking in
these places," he said. "It will be
hard to break the habit."
According to the restriction law,
"anyone who smokes in an
enclosed public place where
smoking is prohibited shall be
guilty of a violation."
Hollister said he is "frightened"
about the number of phone call
complaints he may receive.
"We can't monitor each building
to make sure people are abiding by
the law," he said . " It's up to us to
police ourselves."
"I agree with the law because
sometimes smokers are rude," said
smoker Marcia Caramihalis ,
sophomore communication s
major. "I just wish people would
feel free to ask others not to smoke
if it bothers them. Smoking is my
privilege, ;iot my right."

·CUTBACKS·
( continued from page
3)

you are sensitive to the needs of
the handicapped and your course
work qualifies you for a counselor's position, we can offer you ten weeks of summer
employment at our beautiful 30-acre Bancroft North
site, located in a superb seacoast setting on Penobscot Qay, Maine.

lttollotd aucnuc, dufham, n.h. c~J ..z.za1s
UNIVERSITY THEATER
1981-82 SEASON
PRESENTS THE

Utilj

Orientation begins at the Bancroft School in Haddonfield, NJ, on June 16th with housing provided for your
three-day stay. Then you are off to Maine. Transportation, room, board and salary are provided.

THEATER

Bancroft participates in college co-op credit programs.
Interested, qualified candidates should send a letter or
resume of education and previous experience to the
Employee Relations Department.

COMPANY
ANNUAL CONCERT

The Bancroft School
Hopkins Lone. Haddonfield. NJ 08033
(609) 429-0010
Equal Opportunity Employer

We Carel _

(/TUAlff ✓HAIRE~

DIRECTED BY: JEAN BROWN, JEAN MATTOX,
LARRY ROBERTSON
JOHNSON THEATER
PAUL CREATIVE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DURHAM
MARCH 30-APRIL 3 AT 8 P.M.
MARCH 31 AT 2 P.M.
PREVIEW: MARCH 29 AT 8 P.M.
GENERAL: $4
UNH STUDENT-EMPLOYEE/SENIORS: $3
PREVIEW: $1
RESERVATIONS: (603) 862-2290
DINNER-THEATER PACKAGE
NEW ENGLAND CENTER RESTAURANT

.-.. has

~.19
••
-LEATHER CORTEZ ...
for Men and Women
In stock in Downtown Durham

Check our - Service - SelectionPrices

82

The N.H. Outing Club
presents a slide show by Jim Abel of the
Whitworth College Arctic Expeditions.

Tuesday, March 30
7:00 p.m.
Carroll Belknap Rm., MUB
cost is $1.00

Although the hearings have
been held , the judge has not made a
final decision on the case.
"With this one or any number
(of companies) around- if there is
a problem with illegitimacy it will
be heightened during this current
situation ( of Federal cutbacks),"
Craig said. "People who don't
benefit will feel it is a rip off. It
makes . it terribly difficult to
evaluate."
If you are looking for money,
Craig suggested "spenqing the
necessary amount of time checking
for funds" from companies, labor
unions, or organizations that your
parents are associated with or that
you yourself belong. "Be prepared
to do the contacting apd digging
necessary to see what might be
available," he added .

·BREAK-UP·
(continued from page 1)
"homey", and they attend dorrr
activities and meetings.
Before Christmas this year, the
dorm planned a visit to a local
elderly home to sing and decorate a

tree. Even though it was before
finals, the turnout was good.
But residents recall one problem
with the house: what Parry called
"unhappy thermostats."
Since some thermostats on the
second floor control the heat in
some first floor rooms, and viceversa, some rooms had no heat this
winter, while others were, Johnson
said, "like a tropic zone."
Johnson kept the window in her
room open for the entire winter she
said.
But because Mill Road House is
not a University building, UNH
could not repair the heating
situation.
Because UNH didn't own the
buifding, there were other
inconveniences too: only one pay
phone, no washers or dryers, and
no vending machines.
Parry said she will live on
campus next year; she's pretty sure
that with her priority rating she11
get a room in Hubbard.
But Johson will probably live
on Young Drive--w1th tive other
Mill Road House residents .

ATTENTION
STUDENT NURSES:
The Cheshire Hospital
presents
A summer for profit
and pleasure.
For more information
see your department
bulletin board.

-
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<continued from page 1

position, but . while these
statements do raise a suspicion
that the sources might hav-e further
information that would aid him. it
does not rise to the level of
certainty needed to overcome the
reporters· privilege," the decision ·
said.

26,

1982
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Interested in Business?

A new trial date for Siel has not
been scheduled.
Siel has been free on $100.000
bail since his conviction was
overturned.
Woodside's body was founa by
two students on a trail next to the
Wilderness Trails Sports Shop at
1:45 a.m. on Nov. 14, 1979..

Are you a Sophomore
or-Freshman?

-CENTER(continued from page 2)
Leberman said.
The Campaign passed the $10
million mark earlier this year, but
no construction will start until
enough money is collected to finish
them.
"We don't know what will
happen with costs," Leberman
said. "It's impossible to tell at this
point when construction will take
place. You can't go off without
dollars in hand."
To help with the t:O!)t uf the: $4.5

million new tower, the University
has submitted a $1.5 million grant
proposal to the Kellogg
Foundation. This foundation
previously helped fund the original
center.
"The first time the foundation
gave about half the funds,"
Codding said. "This time the
foundation will give only part of
the funds."
According to Hose, the
University has not received an
answer from the Kellogg
Foundation.
"You don't get a yes or no
answer," Hose said. "There would
be discussions."
If the Kellogg Foundation
decides not to help, more burden
would be placed on the Campaign
for Distinction, and that would
push the timefables back even
further.
"It's possible to start
construction in two or three
years," Codding said. "But that's
only a guess."
Even though the original plans
called for three towers, there was
only a minimum amount of
additional site preparation. No
plumbing or electrical lines were
run, according to Codding.
"The University will be starting
from scratch, "he said."The tower is
likely to be free standing - not
attached to any of the existing
buildings."
Codding said the New England
Center attracts many groups from
humanities. business and the
physical sciences.
"It's good for University life and
I ,think it's good for the economy of
New Hampshire," he said.
"Not only the potential but the
demand is there." he said "And to
tap that potential is really
exciting."

The
New
Hampshire

ONLY
21 MORE

DAYS
TO WAIT!!

???????

Some of the
most interesting
faces in the
Seacoast will
appear in

Looking At

1983

TJ}e New Hampshire needs you.
The New Hampshire is currently hiring
an Assistant Business Manager
for the remainder of this
semester and the 1982-83 academic year.

If you'd likP

to see your face
in our calendar,
. send a snapshot
If you've got the
look we want,
we'll get in touch.

The Assistant Business Manager will be
responsible for a II aspects of bi II i ng
and will train to become Business Manager.

The Design Group
Box 217, Rye, NH 03870-0217

Before you mak~ your choice, take a
close look at Cheshire Hospital. We
have much to offer the graduate or
registered nurse.
■ Above average wages and benefits
■ A turnover rate well below the
National average
■ In-service education and a strong
orientation program
■ Primary Nursing Units
■ Ideal location for recreational
activities
■ Modern, 173-bed hospital/ climate
controlled/ fully carpeted/ well
lighted/ large rooms and work
stations
■ Desirable working conditions

Deadline for applying is April 9.

Send me more information about tlw nur:-111~1
opportunities at Cheshire Hospital
Name
Address _ _ __

CALL COLLECT, 603-357-0967, for .
APPOINTMENT - or send coupon.
Phone _ _ _ _ __
Mail to :

.

.

I )e~re,·

Cheshire Ho~p1tal
. 580 Court St .
Keene . N .H . ()'.~4'.H
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EVERYONE IS INVITED
ATTEND AN ·

is now accepting applications for the
following positions:

Summer Business Manager
· Promotions Director
Work/ study Secretary
Please submit a letter of interest to
Michael Pouliopoulos, General
· Manager, WUN-H -FM Memorial
Union Building Rm. 142 and/ or
stop by.

TO

'INTERNATION AL ·
COFFEE HOUR
. Sponsored by the International
Students Office.
FRIDAY, MARCH

26

4-6P.M.
IN THE COMMUTER LOUNGE
OFTHEMUB
BRING A FRIEND AND SHARE AN A~TERNOON
....!\.ROUND TIIE

't\T ORLD!

REFRESHMENTS & GOOD MUSIC
WILL BE PROVIDED

also

The FREEW AVES Spring
Program Guides
are now out!
Pick yours up soon to inform you of
what is up and coming on
WUNB- FM

Also: All interested V NH students are invited to attend
the March ISA Meeting, March 26, 3-4 p.m. in the
Carroll Room to make plans . for the International
Festival.

SUMMER

JOBS

.For The .Department .of .Residenti~l -Life .
· Positions Available:
. ·s ummei School RA~s .
Linen Clerk
Re~eptionists
General Laborers
Clerical Workers

Full and Part-Time
College Work Study
and
Hourly Positi~ln Available

FREE HOUSING PROVIDED!!
Apply at ·the Office of

Residential Life/ Pettee House
. · - · by April 2~ ·1982

E

·OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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University Forum
A solution to El Salvador
How can the crisis in El Salvador be ·resolved? _
Intervene. A dirty word, especially in the Americas
where countries. inlcuding the U.S ... have signed
treaties renouncing intervention. But treaties or not
·the U.S. has intervened repeatedly in Latin
America and is doing so now by sending equipment
and advisors to El Salvador, so it is only a matter of
changing the focus of intervention from propprng
up a government based force to allowing the
creation of one based on the will of the people.
The current army-dominated junta, despite Jose
Kapoleon Duarte's good will could not stand
without the military and police repression of its
critics, and that repression exists because the U.S.
tacitly supports it. The Reagan-Haig policy of
backing the junta is not markedly different from
that of past administrations - but it is m~re
dangerous because of the changes that have taken
place in Latin American in the past two decades. The people advising Reagan and Haig on Latin
America see the Caribbean as a .. Soviet Lake"
thanks to Fidel Castro's Cuba. a supposedly leftwing government · on Grenada. and Sandanista
Nicaragua. Instead of using diplomacy and trade to
weaken Soviet influence these 'advisors tend to
reach for their guns. They refuse to consider that
. because of past American support for the Batistaas
and Somozas of the region, it is not the
revolutionary regimes that must prove their
democtratic credibility but the U nit_ed States.

Perhaps if they spent more time in Latin America.
instead of in Washington, they would come to
understand this.
·
The current U.S. approach is shortsighted and
dangerous. The single factor of population
increase--- by 2000 . .A. D. the estimate for Latin
America is a population of 600.000.000--will create
such pressures that violence will · continually
.escalate unless governments responsive to popular
will are . established. Moreover. revolutionary
governments rising out of the turmoil will be
unfriendly if they have to fight the U.S. to come into
existence. So U.S. policy should seek change in
favor of democracy; not change Washington can
live with. but change with which the Latins can live.
What should the U.S. do? h should recognize
that the situation in El Salvador is broadly similar
to that which existed in Rhodesia, that is, a
minority enjoys economic, social, and political
benefits at the expense of the majority; and that
minority-controlled repression preserves the
system. Washington should tell the junta that it
must negotiate with the opposition or all aid will be
cut off. Because junta has no other outside support,
it has little choice but to agree.
To draw out the guerrillas and· to establish a
climate in which the two sides can talk, indeed will
have to talk. Washington should ask Mexico,
Venezuela, Peru, Brazil, and Canada to send in a
peace-keeping force, preferably under an O.A.S.

Reply to Manhater replies
I am a feminist. I wear lacy underwear. Can such
a dichotomy exist?
_
Martha Thomas says no because she, like so
many other people, has tried to perpetuate the myth
that has engulfed feminism and tried to smother it:
we are all a bunch of inhuman, hysterical, and God
forbid, lesbian pieces of protoplasm, "Sucking
everything in sight into its food vacuoles."
I sometimes get hysterical. I am sometimes
devoid of logic and rationality because I hate so
much the roles that women are forced into by this
society. Men are also victims. But this a patriarchy.
Men are encouraged, and often forced, to thrive,
succeed, dominate and kill. Men are the suckers of
everything in sight, not women. Yes they are
victims. But that doesn't stop me from being mad as
hell.
John Mahoney says that women are not forced to
conform to the definition of female sexiness and
sexuality, so why hate those who wrote the
dictionary? Hate is an emotion that can't be denied,
any more than nausea can be. I get nauseous when I
watch television, when I read Vogue magazine, or
when I find the latest issue of Playboy in my
boyfriend's bedroom.
What the media is saying to me is that sexiness is
Jaclyn Smith (barefoot and pregnant?) and
Morgan Fairchild, the current blond bombshell.
I'm less of a woman without the spike heels and
false _eyelashes.
-

What it's saying to me (especially through the
multi-billion dollar pornography business) is that·
woman exist as tits and cunts, with lots of bleached
hair on their heads but no hair in their armpits. I
hate it. I might be able to ignore my revulsion if I
were able to ignore that image of women. But I
can't. It's everywhere.
Martha Thomas asks of my emotional reaction:
"Does not lashing out with such impersonal venom
contradict the composure that women would like
antagonists to perceive?"
I .never said that I wanted to be perceived as a
cold, emotionless stone by my antagonists. I am hot
with anger and I want them to be the first to know.
Yes,John M~honey ,hate is painful,but denying
it is excrutiating. I suggest that we redefine this hate
as a positive force. If it weren't for the women who
recognize that emotion in themselves, and why they
felt it, there would have been no women's.
movement. One woman telling the population at
large that she is fed up with what society allows her
can be easily ignored. But can the status quo ignore
thousands of women marching for freedom from
the chains they have been forced to wear? No, but
they can be discredited as typically hysterical
women who need to be put back in their place.
I am sure that some people consider me a radical.
I would love nothing more than of'' all humans to
exist symbiotically, living together in a mutually
beneficial relationship." But, Martha, that's not

Student Aid: Stand Up For Your Rights
Something unsettling came over me recently
while I was reading the morning paper. I was
finishing an article that outlined the President's
student aid cuts and it occurred to me that I am
becoming accustomed to the fear and uncertainty
of my academic future. It is a ·strage feeling to be in
school right now but quite unsure, indeed doubtful,
that I will see the end of my senior year. But I am
getting used to that feeling, I am no longer shocked.
There is little that the Administration could do now·
that would shock me for it has virtually set the
wheels in.motion to eliminate student financial aid
completely. And it has done so with many sweet
words, the prime sales pitch being that the
President wants to return to the "traditional role of
the family in paying for higher education."
Regarding traditional roles, we should remember
•that before student aid the role of wealthy families
was to pay the tuition and the role of working class
families was to not afford the tuition. The truth
behind the PR talk is that President Reagan will be
preventing the middle and lower middle classes
from going to college. Oh, there are occasional

Frank D. McCann
(Organization of American Status) or-U .N. banner.
Simultaneously representatives of those countries
and the Salvadorean opponents should be closeted
on Jamacia until they reach an agreement.
Such a conference should have some ground .
rules. - It should be understood that the current
military command must be reorgani'zed by officers
acceptable to the opposition ( It would be cheaper
for the U.S. to pay General Garcia a retirment
pension than to commit the Marines to keep him as
a defense minister.); that the armv and no lice w.ill be
reorganized blending of forces from the two sides,
except, of course, for notorious figures who would
be invited to take a l\-finmi vacation; and thatn new

cons.ititution would be drawn up restricting the
army's political role, imposing land reform and
basic education, and extending the vote to all
adults.
Undeniably this would be intervention in El
Salvador's internal affairs, but it ·would be positive
intervention in favor of peace and democracy. The
Reagan-Haig form of intervention will only lead to
more bloodshed, further chaos, and more enemies
for the United States.

Frank D. McCann, an associate professor of
history at UN H, is an authority on Latin America.

Janet Jacobson
going to happen in our lifetimes. Women are still so
legally, socially, and sexually subjugated to men
that we must be radically opposed to it for most
men to even see a need for change. Most men won't
see it on their own: they want to keep their place as
masters of the country, household, office and
bedroom.
The term "women's libber" conjurs up an image
of a bra-burning banshee. If anyone ever really did
burn her bra, she-did it as a symbolic gesture of her
refusal to accept the social constrictions imposed
upon her. That image is offensive to you Martha,
because it is a concern that "focus(es) on women
and deni( es) men." Women have been denied for so
long. Isn't it ti!Tle for their needs to be focused on?
The negative connotations of feminism exist
because people are afraid of change. This fear won't
be alleviated by obliterating the word "feminist"
from out vocabulary. We must deal with the
existing stereotypes by showing that men can be
feminists as well as wom~n who want to marry and
have families. Feminism must be made palatable to
a society that has condoned the demeaning of
women for too long. It must become acceptable to
all people from all lifestyles. That won't happen' in
our 'lifetime either, but we gotta start somewhere.

Janet Jacobson, although politictJlly incorrect, is a
shameless agitator.
·

John Bald

hurst_s of near-honesty that sneak out of the ·
worked for two years in the U.S. Senate, I have seen
President and his salesmen, they'll say that the
the significant impact of personal letters.
mtddle class will have· to sacrafice in order to attend
Congressmen never forget that they have to be recollege - a sanctimonius idea. But does he lack basic
elected. For maximum impact, two Senators are
mathematical skills? The numbers are there on the
worth mentioning, Robert Stafford (R-VT) and
tuition bill:it costs more for a bachelor's degree
Clairborne Pell (D-RI). They comprise the Subthan a working class stude~t can afford. The
committee on Education. They fine tune the
President is blind and cruel when he tells us that if a
budget, setting the dollar amounts. These two men
student wants his education bad enough, he will
have stood out against the President's pressure to
find a way to afford it. You do not send a child with
dry out student funds. This is ·fortunate because
only a nickel to the store for a loaf of bread and
they are in the most powerful position to save the .
when he returns emptyhanded tell him he must not
·aid.Therefor, every student writing to Washington,
have been that hungry after all.
should first address a letter to both Senators. Their
We -must not forget that the President does not
address, and that of all Senators, is simply U.S.
work . alone, Senators and Congressmen must
Senate, Washington DC 205 IO. Likewise there is
support him. Unfortunately for those of us living in
one address for all Representatives: U.S. House of
New Hampshire, three out of four representatives
Representatives, Washington, DC 20515.
support the budget that will prevent many students
Maybe we are all getting used to the fear and
from attending college. These men, standing ,behind
uncertainty of our academic future but let's not be
President Reagan's plans are Senator Gordon
lulled to sl.eep by the drone of political rhetoric Humphrey (R), Senator Wanen -R·udman (R},-and- - ... - fight for .an.educated _nation' J)\.e, (igb,t l;>egips with
Representative Judd Gregg (R). The one friend of
your first letter.
N.H. students in Washington is Representative
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Editorial
Nuclear freeze: a beginning·
It's a simple phrase with potential for farreaching effects. It's a controversial sentence, one
that has received a lot of support and a lot of
derision over the past few months:
The United States and the Soviet Union should
enact an immediate halt to the testing, production
and further deployment of nuclear weapons in a
way that can be verified by both sides.
It's simple, and it's not perfect, but it's a start, a
beginning to reduce the almost incomprehensible
amount of destruction available to both countries.
There is no sane alternative to not enacting the
freeze, but the two governments seem to be peopled

by insane men. While the Soviet Union continues
its massive build-up of weapons, Reagan
Administration officials are planning to add almost

17,000 nuclear warheads to the present arsenal of
25,0CO, presumably so we can both destroy the
world twenty times over instead of ten times over.
It's true that some parts of our defense do need
upgrading, mostly in conventional fields, but
people get scared--and rightfully so-when a person
like Presidential Counselor Ed Meese calls nuclear
war ••something that may not be desirable."
What is going on in the minds of such men lik,e
Meese and Deputy Undersecretary of Defense T.K.
Jones, who believes that the United States can
survive a nuclear war if enough people get shovels
to dig holes with?
Do they really want to live and govern-in a United
States devastated by the flames of nuclear fury,
where millions of Americans are dead and our

industrial society is shattered?
The idea of a nuclear freeze has received a lot of
support from all walks of life--from members of
·Congres to middle-class families to New England
town meetings. The support is growing, and the
Reagan Administration should accept the support
as a sign from the people that we 're tired of the
saber-rattling, tired of the idea of mega-death, tired
of hearing about evacuation plans.
Nuclear war will .doom us all. Those who don't
believe this should lay awake some night and listen
to the windows in their room rattle as the fighterbombers take off from Pe;ise Air Force R~se
As the war in Vietnam was the issue of the I960s
the idea of preventing a nuclear war should becom~
the issue of the 1980s.

Trustee election? What election?
Congratulations, guys, you really pulled through
this time.
Although about 10,500 students attend UNH,
only 1,503 voted in the student trustee election.
What a symbol of intelligence and concern.

publishing polling times and places on the editorial
page.
The Student Senate-•God bless 'em-put polling
places in such hard-to·reach areas like the MUB,
the library and the dining halls.

It's not hard to see why more people didn't vote in
the election. After all, The New Hampshire
restricted its coverage to running stories on each
. candidate, printing letters of support, and

To make things really difficult, voting went on
for two days and actually involved showing an ID
and marking a piece of paper. What an effort!
The student trustee is the student's only voice on

the Board of Trustees, which runs the University
system and does such important work as setting the
,
tuition rate and enacting long-term policy.
To the 1,500 out there who showed your concern
by taking fifteen seconds out of your busv schedule
and voting, thanks a lot, we're sure the Board of
Trustees will take a close look at the voting tally to
see what matters to students.
To the rest of you out there, we 'II wake you up
when something really important comes along.

Letters
Hoc~ey and

Big Time
To the Editor:
You don't have to be a student on
this campus to know that UNH hockey
has gone "Big Time." However. with
that recognition there are a few media
problems that go along with it. Let me
explain.
First. because the Wildcats made it
to the quarter-finijls in the NC AA Div.
I playoffs (Snively Arena 3/ 19-3 / 30)
there were many ncwspeople wanting
to cover the games. I received
permission to tape Saturday nights
game from m':'. General Manager at
STVN Friday (3 / 19).
I requested the usual two press
passes from Bill Knight. Director of
Sports Information, and was informed
that. "you're too late .. . no room
anywhere for you." he said . This struck
me as odd because I've done many of
the 'Cats home games including the
ECAC game against Providence.
Each game I would request passes as
the same time. Somehow. there was
plenty of room for commercial radio,
television. and press. So now. students
on campus will not sec highlights of the
biggest sporting attraction of the year
on this week's news show. Sorry.
Second. Channel 11 chose not to
broadcast either game and instead
rented their crew. their broadcast
rights, and their ratings to Channel 9.
in Manchester. This. despite Channel
11 's Emmy award winning coverage of
Wildcat hockey. Channel 11 could
have shown the second game that sent
the 'Cats to the Providence Civic
Center for the National semi-finals.
Instead, viewers were treated to a
music program hosted by Dinah Shore.
appealing to Lawrence Welk followers.
The final score of that dcal--N . H.
commercial television I. N. H. Public ·
·
Television 0.

As it turned out. the 'Cats won both
games and are off to Providence. my
spot on the balcony at Snively was
vacant last Saturday night. and .
Channel 9 took all the credit for
televising the game.
So you see fellow students as "our"
Wildcats become a commodity, look
for your "sometimes good" athletic
tickets to go up price, and look · for
more commerciati,.ation of each game.
But don't worry. it's all in the interest of
big time sports.
Brian Perrv
Student Television Network

Quad and coed
To the Editor:
As residents of Devine, Hitchcock
and Randall. we would like to
comment on the March 2 article
concerning the possible cenversion of
the Quad to futly co.ed housing. we·
believe the article did not fully
represent the feelings of a majority of
the residents and was only written to
support a predetermined idea as to our
feeli11gs.
Although the article did state that
more research was necessary. we feel
this research should have been done
prior to the publication to avoid
misinterpretations of people's reasons
for living in single sex dorms ..
Many residents were annoyed by the
image given to those living in single sex
dorms. Parents do not necessarily force
every resident to live in a certain type of
dorm: the resident made the decision
for various reasons. We disagree that
Devine and Hitchcock portray false
atmospheres. there are advantages and
disadvantages to both types of housing.
You stressed how much malc-female
relationships are benefited by co-ed
living. but male-male, female-female
relation,;hip, are just as important.

This is the only time to live in this type
of atmosphere for many people.
It is upsetting to read in The New
Hampshire the irresponsible statement
that males -are better behaved around
females and therefore there should be
more co.ed housing.
This statement implies a
responsibility on the part of the
women, to "babysit" men in the dorm
which is insulting to both males and
females. Would dorm damage decrease
by going co-ed? Why not just enforce
the rules more strongly or get rid of the
persons causing the damage'?
We realize this was an article about
an idea, not a reality. but in the future
we hope The New Hampshire will be
more responsible in their articles.
Upper Quad Council
Editor's note: The New Hampshire
stands by its story, whose quotes reflect
the opinions of the people interviewed.
and not necessari~r the opinion of this
newspaper.

extent of any proposed student aid cuts
in the GSL. Pell. and SEOG programs.
Our country is at a crucial point in its
development. It seems short-sighted to
sacrifice the gains made through
technological and intellectual
advances. for the sake of trying to
artifically balance the budget. This is
especially true in the way other
progrnms. - e.g. defense, are being
expanded .
At what point does this country
decide philosophically. that our
· nation's youths arc our most precious

resource. or that. like so many pieces of
slab wood. their futures can be
jockeyed around by what appears to be
illogical decision-making'?
One thing is certain: Any currently
proposed reductions in student aid will
be immediate. drastic. and longlasting.
We count on your support to take
appropriate and remedial action.
Thank you for your time and concern.
Jack Tobey
Elizabeth Tobey ('561.)
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Meg Hall

To the Editor:
I am submitting the enclosed letter
for publication in vour student
ncwsp.ipcr."Th,, Ne11· Hai111!shir< I am
an alumnus of UNH ('56L) and this isa
cory ol a letter my husband and I sent
to our New Hampshire Senators and
Reprcscnatativcs.
"Dear Senator ( Representative):
We arc writing to you as parents
whose lives have been devoted to
helping our children have access and
free choice to obtain educational
opportunitcs which would help them
prepare for the future and maintain our
country's competitive strengths.
We arc deeply disturbed. and
strongly opposed. to the nature and
1
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It won't go away
By Barbara Norris
Apathy and indifference at UNH concerning the
Reagan administration's federal· aid cuts is
overwhelming.Students seem unaware of the
devastating implications these cuts will have on
higher education and the New Eng)and economy ..
-Financial aid cuts will affect an estimated 6,000
UNH students, yet only a minority of voices are
being heard. This is because only a minority of
students ' are speaking out. Student reaction is
·
virtually nonexistent.
I can't believe you 're all ignorant. After all, this is
an institution of learning. Are you unaware of this
issue? Or don't you care?
You are more concerned with employment after
graduation than Lotlay's financial assistance
situation, when without this assistance, you might
not graduate.
If these cuts pass, the education system as we
know it will be dismantled. The opportunity to
pursue higher education will be reserved for those
who can afford to pay for it. Achievement and
ability will no long~r be a factor of consideration.

Todlly, you sit back and let the government

unqualified to comment on an issue that directly

destroy your chance for higher education without
so much as a whimper of disagreement. What ever
happened to standing up for what you believe· in?
Am I to assume you believe in financial aid cuts?
Conservatism is in fashion. Students are afraid to
protest and make their voices heard. Why? Simply
because it's not the "in., thing to do. In other words,

affects you?
Students at UNH are ignoring this issue, content
in blissful oblivion. As if, by ignoring the situation
it will somehow go away. Wrong. It won't
disappear. By showing lack of concern, you are all
but guaranteeing aid elimination and reduction will
become a reality.

John Byrne
Dept. of Soc. and Anthro.

Smith and

•

stand by the statements which he made
in his letter. Upon learning of Smith's
talk, some concerned persons on
campus have arranged to invite Dr.
Nyangoni. - chair of Black Studies at
Brandeis University (and a native of
Zimbabwe), to speak on the same topic
as Smith. i.e .• the "delicate transition"
which Magidson refers to. Incidentally,
upon learning the subject of Smith's
talk, the only response Dr. Nyangoni
could muster was a hearty laugh.
Magidson might consider attending
this lecture (he is invited) and
expounding some of his "views" - I
am certainly looking forward to it.
Nicholas Kozlov

To the Editor:
David Magidson, chair of the Sid ore
•
Lecture Series. has seen fit to respond
( The New Hampshire, March 9) to
criticisms regarding the invitation
extended to Ian Smith to speak at
To the Editor:
UNH. Alas. it now appears that Smith.
I write-to express my extreme dismay
who is having problems with his
over this University's invitation to Ian
cronies back home. won't be able to
Smith tb speak on campus. I hear
make it. That really breaks my heart.
people defending his appearance on the
This turn of events, however, does not
grounds of freedom of speech. This is a . alter what Magidson wrote in his letter.
false argument. The iss~e is ~ot his
Frankly. Magidson has me
right to sp ak. The 1s~u~ . 1s t~e
stumped ... l 1io not quite know how to ""
University's respons1b1hty . 1n
respond. By an objective reckoning. his
encouraging him to speak. There 1s a
To the Editor
letter is, in almost all respects. a
great difference between e~cou~(and Mr. D.J. Magidson):
complete re-writing of history
I have read with interest the recent
agement and t~l~ration. ~Y fund1!1g his
comparable only to what might be .
visit and providing pubhc1ty for 1t, the
letter of Mssrs. Kozlov, Jalili, and D.J.
expected from "off the cuff' comments
University is going far beyond the steps, at a Reagan press conference. There is
Magidson regarding Ian Smith's
- necessary to guarantee his right to
campus visit. These brief comments
simply not much that one can say about
will be addressed to our local D,J.
speak.
such twaddle.
Perhaps the University feels it has an
At least D.J. and r are in agreement
Now, I have never claimed to be an
obligation to enc_oura.ge _tho_se who
that talk about the U.S. Consitbtion.
authority on southern African affairs,
represent oppressive mst1tut!ons or
the Bill of Rights, Freedom of Speech
but I will stand by the comments on
ideologies. If so. then one might ask
et. al. is .. not the most important thing"
Smith and Zimbabwe which I have
choice.
whether Ian Smith is the best
but rather "most important is the
made. But when Magidson alleged my
Why not in':'ite _Jdi Amin? _Is ~t
nearly complete ignorance being
"nearly complete ignorance" in these
1s
because the U mvers1ty commumty
displayed about Zimbabwe" by not
matters, he presumes to speak from a
racist? If not, then why the
Kovlov but rather our local t\i.:J. (of
position of (assumed) expertise.
encouragement to a man who firmly
Radio Rhodesia'!)
Fortunately for all of us, Magidso_n
believes in racial intolerance and
To imply. as does D.J., that the
will have a chance to demonstrate his
"home-lands" being created by South
discrimination?
knowledge of southern Africa, ancj to

racism

protesting didn't make the ••Preppy Handbook.'' ·
Power lies in numbers. Your voices are the only
weapons we have to fight these cuts. Is anybody out
there? React and confront the issue. Show some
backbone. We are the government.From what I
hear, those in positions of power work for us.
Take a stand. Liberate yourselves trom
unconscious waste of attention. You have an
opinion, express it. You have a voice, use it.
Organize a protest group. Write to your state
~epre~entati_ves. The Student Senate will assist you:·
m domg this. As voters, you have the right to be
heard. No one is taking advantge of that right.
According to John Hose, executive assistant to
UNH President Evelyn Handler, "it is imperative
that we impress the impact of these cuts on our
representatives."
Challenge the system. Don't you have anything
to say to those in power? How can you feel

Doesn't that frighten you? It scares the hell out of
me.
David Giguere, trustee of public affairs for th!;
New England Board of Higher Education said,
.. higher education is a prime factor in the ability of
the region to rejeuvenate itself..,
Wonderful. Not only is the goverriment denying
us an education, they're going to send the New
England economy crashinj?; down on our heads too.
Doesn't that sound like a bright outlook for postgraduation employment?
You accept these impending cuts with such
eomposure and detachment, as if the situation is
beyond your control. In reality, it isn't. You have
the power to change things.
In the 1960s students voiced their opinions loud
and clear. They got results. Through
demonstrations and protests the draft was
abolished.

...

Africa are aimed at improving the lot of
the indigenous population is utter
deception and in line with our past
governor's revelation upon returning
from South Africa that Blacks there
live better than many New
Hampshirites.
Why have all but a few nations
refused to recognize these
"homelands"? Because they see them
for what they are: a crude scheme to
institutionalize racist, exploitative,
unequal and separate development.
which our D.J. apparently applauds.
A cursory reading of the works by
Giovanni Arrighi, Bernard Magubane,
Lionel Cliffe, Ann Seidman, Dincan
Clarke, John Saul, or Harold Wolpe
would be therapeutic to O.J.
.To _go on to the question of them
Rhodesia's transition, Bishop
Muzorewa from start to his inglorious
election defeat personified along with
the later-day Smith. the so-called
neocolonial solution to African
development. This type of solution is
pursued today in the Ivory Coast and
Kenya and represents the model sought
by the Carter-Young team.
Incidentally. on that count as on so
many others, the Carter Administration possess'ed far greater
sophistication than the current Reagan
aberration. The late Franz Fanon saw
through the Muzorewas of Africa:
black skin and white masks.
The point is hardly, as D.J. claims.
that Smith changed from "a lifelong

---

.I

racist to a cooperative member of a
majority government", but rather that
Smith fought first, was defeated, and
now listens. As in contemporary
, Nicaragua, there is a finite role to play
in the country's reconstruction for the
defeated law-abiding bourgeoisie.
To assert that Smith is someone who
has personally and professionaily
solved the remaining problems in
southern Africa is a monument to
ignorance.
First. granteQ there is a limited role
to play in history for the great
individual (which Smith was not), a far
larger factor is the evolving conflict
among social forces (e.g. in this case,
the forced of national liberation versus
the racialist coalition, the white settler
bourgeoisie against international
capital).
Second throughout the past ninteen
years Smith has represented the
racialist white settler element which has
resisted rather than contributed to
solutions in souther Africa. The
correlation of forces in Rhodesia
moved against an individual and his
racist cohorts, making them true relics
of the past whom some, sadly, felt
worthwhile to invite on campus. We
can thank Robert Mugabe and Joshua
Nkomo for keeping Smith busy in
Zimbabwe and sparing us his presence
here.
Marc Herold
Associate Professo
of Economics

The New Hampshire
is now accepting applications for

Editor-in- chief
for the 1982-1983 school year
Apply in ·Rnt. 151 of the MUB

1
Deadline for applicatio"ns 1s Friday, April 2
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4th ANNUAL

STUDENT ART SHOW

C'

THE · TIN PALACE ~
.\:_

FOOD & DRINK

7

Catch the UNH Wildcats
on our

Big Screen T .V .!
Monday, April 5Saturday, April 10, 1982

Granite State Room, MUB

Monday - Friday 10-7 p.m.
Saturday.12-4 p.m.

Reception: Thursday, April 6
5-7 p.m.
Entry forms/ Information
across from Art Supply Store,
PCAC

•

•
::,

C

STV N

Don't Miss it!

FREE
•
•
movies
1n
the MUB PUB

presents:

April 3
~

Apri I 17

Howling ·a nd Alien
· The French Connection
and

Ten

Another service
in quality programming
provided by the
Student Television Network
· Room 110, MUB

Each double-feature
presentation begins at
7:00 p.m.
·
on our
BIG SCREEN T.V.

*Beer and Grilled food may
also be purchased.
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Arts & Features
K2: tragedy slips toward farce
. are opposites in almost every
By Brian Campbell
respecf. - Both are fiercely loyal
After surviving a disastrous fall,
·
. two climbers find themselves · friends.
· The injured man, Harold, is a
trapped on an icy ledge near the
physicist who has spent his whole
summit of the second t'allest
life in an anguished search for the
mountain in the world. They are
"fabric of the universe" - those
short of food, oxygen, and
elusive sub-atomic particles that
equipment. It is bitterly cold. One
would offer a logical explanation
has a broken leg. One could save
of reality. A scientist with a broad
himself if he wants fo.
Such is the situation confronting
romantic streak, he climbs for the
sheer tangibility of the effort. At
us at the opening ofa new play, K2,
one point he says, "Mountains are
by Patrick Meyers, which had its
metaphors, the purest we have on
world premier at Theatre By the
Sea in Portsmouth last Friday
this earth."
Taylor is an assistant district
night.
attorney who is cynical,
For the next two and a half
embittered, and disillusioned by
hours, we watch as these two men
his experiences in the "cesspool" of
make life and death decisions and
American judicial system. The
as each, in turn, examines the
values by which he has lived. Both ' hard-nosed realist, he climbs for

Danton Stone (left) and Timothy Shelton in the TBS world
premier of K2 .(.tourtesy photo)

the simple, white purity of the
conquest. It's either him or the
mountain.
In their desperate att.empts to
find a way off the moi,mtairi, they.
somehow manage to discuss a wide
range of highly diverse topics: the
modern American way of life, the
threat of nuclear holocaµst, the
failure of our present judicial
system and human sexual
relationships, to name a few.
Although Meyers offers many
witty perspectives, there is a
disturbing lack of depth in hi:i

observations• that ultimately and
consistently disappoints.
In fact, there is nothing in this
play that the average television
viewer hasn't seen at least a dozen
times. The dialogue is insufferably
· melodramatic and _the plot is
thoroughly predictable throughout. At times., one even feels
genuine embarrassment for the
actors at having to deliver such
drivel.
Danton Stone (Taylor) is to be
applauded for the physical effort
demanded of him (he climbed the
"ice" wall three times), but he is
unconvincing as the angry young
man who, cursing like a
longshoreman, lashes out violently
at the mountain (fate).
Timothy Shelton (Harold) is a
little better as the injured poet. scientist, but unfortunately, he is
burdened with most of.the drippy
melodrama.
Ironically, this play may with a
little rewriting, succeed as comedy.
There are some genuinely funny
moments .as this "odd couple",
complete with crampons and ice
picks, lock horns over the various
follies and foibles of mankind from
their icy throne 27,000 feet above
the scurrying madness.
The seeds are here for a
potentially effective social satire.
To the detriment of all concerned,
however,. this is not the case.

Percy G. Humphrey plays trumpet for the·Preservation Hall Jazz
Band. (Henri Barber photo) ·

Preservation Hall Band
A joyous .explosion of jazz
By Leslie MacPherson
Last night, betweeen 1500-1600
enthusiastic fans gathered in the
Field House Gymnasium to hear
the Preservation Hall Jazz Band.
The seven man band, comprised
· of Frank Demond on trombone
and banjo, Joseph •'Cie" Frasier on
drums, Percy G.Humphrey on
trumpet, Willie J.Humphrey, Jr.
on clarinet, Allen Jaffe on tuba,
Narvin Henry Kimball on banjo
and bass, and James Edward
"Sing" Miller on piano, played as
part of the Celebrity Series.
The group, said Willie
Humphrey, has played in South
America, England, Mexico City
d~ring the Olympics .of 1968, and

. by David Andrews .

Serying soup
All over campus this week you can hear people
say to each other, ••How was your vacation?" Some
of us went to Florida, some of us went home to
party or to work on term papers, and some of us did
_
nothing at all.
One of us, me, worked for a church in a soup
kitchen serving food to the street people and
"shopping bag ladies" of Washington D.C.
Zaccheus Kitchen is located in the South East
part of D.C. that tourists rarely, if ever, see. The
kitchen doesn't look like much on the outside and it
too ks even worse on the inside, -but it feeds at least a
hundred bums da.ily by serving them perhaps the
only meal they'll get all day.
When you're working in the kitchen you can look
out one of the dirty windows and see the bums out
in the street. About 70% of the street people are
black and 90% of them are male.
The first time you see them you 're a little
intrigued, a little awed and maybe even a little
scared. You -can watch them sitting on the
dumpsters or in vacant lots across the street, or
-right outside, some of them alone and others in
groups, laughing. fighting or talking.
Some are dressed in suit coats so greasy you
could wipe the oil dipstick of your car on them and
it wouldn't make a difference. Most have blankets
thrown over their shoulders and all of their worldly
possessions wrapped up in gar}?age b~gs, or thrown
into sacks.
The white bums' hair is long and greasy, not
because they want to make a social statement but
because they can't afford a hair cut. Once in a while
a head will pop up in the window and two eyes will
look at you to see w~_at you're ~oing.

all over the · United States,
including play _ing for the
Smithsonian and the White House
when Kennedy was president. Of
all the places that they play in this ·
country, though, New Orleans is
where their hearts lie. Said
Kimball, "It's just home, that's
all."
The group, said "Sing" Miller,
doesn't rehearse or jam; they just
play. And play they did. The night
was more than a concert; it was a
night of musical dialogue. The
titles oflhe·.tunes weren't listed in
the program. No two concerts, the
program notes said, are exactly
alike. The music isn't even decided
JAZZ, page 17

When the kitchen first opened, l was confent to
stay in the kitchen washing dishes with some people
who'd been sent to Zaccheus by the courts instead
of being sent to jail. But as I saw the street people
_going upstairs to the dining room, I decided to serve .
soup.
I went upstairs and was greeted by one of the
servers who was also doing hours for the court. As
he congenially said hello to me, the steam from his
breath rose t9 the pock-marked ceiling. The wall
paper was peeling and the plaster had holes in it,
revealing bricks. The broken windows were
sometimes plugged up with cardboard, or more
likely, not at all.
Another server who was doing hours for the
court leaned up against the wall putting his hand
again~t it. Then he looked at the wall and promptly
removed his hand, wiping it on his shirt. The dining
room is a grim place.
I served soup, bringing it to the street people.-We
had to carry it so it wouldn't be spilled all over the
floor by hands shaking from withdrawal and the
.
•~D.T.'s".
I was surprised how young some of them looked.
One old man I served held -up his bowland hiss~d
when he wanted soup. He apparently couldn't
pronounce the whole word "soup." Another man
would just drink the broth and throw out the
vegetables and go back for more, complaining, .. Ah
doan want that shit, just give me some brothT"
Some of them would complain no matter how good
the soup was and some would have complimented it
even if the soup we served was the world's worst.
I fled the dining room and went downstairs to
work with a huge white man who had 90 hours of

4

court ordered service to go before he was done. ' ft
beats nine years in jail," he said. "Plus you're doing
the community a real service."
He couldn't believe how some bums wouldn't eat
all_the free food. "In jail they stand at the dining hall
doors and hit your pockets with billy clubs to make
sure you don't walk out with a midnight snack. I
don't believe some -of these people,''he said. f
One of the servers came down stairs sin~ing
"Everybody ·loves somebody sometime ... 'He
looked out the window and staring at all the poor
people he murmured "Thank God . this kitch_en
- doesn-'t depend on Reagan,4cuz these people would
be dead in no time.,,
Toward the end of the meal, I stood by the door ·
watching the people straggle out. I could hear
strains of music coming from a ghetto blaster
outside playing Stevie Wonder and later on the
Doobie Brothers singing "You don't know me but
I'm your brother. .. ,,
One woman leaned up against the window sill
and sighed 'Tll go home, sleep 'ti! four and then it's
back on the street for me.,,
A "shopping bag lady" said "Thank you,,, as she
left. I started to say "Have an nice day now,,, but I
. stopped and just said a friendly goodbye to her.
Finally it was time to close up ttie kitchen. The
floors were mopped, the knives hidden and the
pantry checked for people hiding in there.
#

I walked out into the rairt-and paused. A breeze
was blowing off the pavement and the trash was
being washed down the gutter from the rain. I
\ooked up at the desolated buildings and stepped
mto the street barely avoiding getting hit by a brand
new, shiny Cadillac.

.. ,,..
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Contemporary Mamas and Papas join wind of change
By Joel Folliard
When a lot of us were still
toddlers or grade-schoolers, there
was a band that sang into a wind of
change. That wind, which turned
into a hurricane gale, was the
I960's. The band was the Mamas
and the Papas.
Between 1966 and 1968, the
group churned out a string of
songs, such as HCalifornia
Dreaming;· "Monday, Monday"
1 and "Creequee Alley" which have
since become classics. Their gentle
songs of love and loss, with their
stylized four-part harmonies are as
popular today as when first
released.
In late 1968, the group drifted
apart. John Phillips went ori to
solo recording and penned the
musical scores to such movies as
"The Man Who Fell to Earth".
Ot>nny Ooherty moved back to his
native Canada and started his own
television variety series. Michelle
Phillips began an acting career and
"Mama" Cass Elliot moved to
London where she continued
recording albums until her death in
1974.
As they drifted,.so we drifted. A
decade that had begun with so
much promise ended with the rifle
shots of National Guardsmen at
the campus of Kent State
University on May 4, 1970. What
followed was a decade that many
would like to forget.
Watergate, Vietnam, assassination
nation, and recession were . all
heavy blows to our collective
psyches . In our increasing
bitterness we became silent. The
bracing air that had once opened
every door imaginable became
stale and dank.
But the Seventies passed . Our
hurts were starting to heal when we
were faced with a new set of
frighteningly familiar problems.

The names have changed. Instead
of Saigon it's now San Salvador.
The .. unthinkable .. event of
nuclear war has become the
thinkable, and the "domino effect"
is known as the "strategic
window". Yes the names have
changed but the situation is the
same.
On March 14, at the newly
renovated Capitol Theater in
Concord, another familiar sound
from the past was heard. The clear
four-part harmonies were crisp but
there was a bit of fight mixed in
with the high flying vocals.
After an absence of fourteen
years, the "new" Mamas and
Papas have returned. The Papas
are the same: John Phillips and
Denny Doherty. But the Mamas
are new, though not unknown.
One is John Phillips' daughter,
M~cken1ie Phillips. who is known
for her work on the television
series One Day at a Time. the
second "Mama,. is Spanky
MacFarlane, best known for her
group Spanky and Our Gang from
the late 60's.
The new group is not a clone of
the original. The members are
older, a bit more weathered, but
they believe that they have
emerged from the 60's and 70's and
are moving toward the changed
attitude of the l 980's.
In their concert, they sang many
of the songs that made the old
group famous but about one-third
of their material is new. And it is
the new material that will spell the
difference for this new group.
In each of the new songs, they
managed to combine memories of
the 60's with the realities of our
modern age.
Two of the most compelling and
timely of their new songs were
"Zulu Warrior" and "Not Too
Cool. ""Zulu" tells a tale about the

life of the Zulu tribes in South
Africa and how they are exploited
by the Afrikaaners. With soft yet
bitter lyrics, John Phillips was able
to express the seeming futility orthis man's life as he prepared to .
enter the shaft leading to a
diamond mine and begin his day's
work.
"Not Too Cool" is a song that .
has ·celebrated subjects: John and
Mackenzie Phillips. With their
recent problems concerning drug
abuse, both Phillips' have become
committed to spreading the word
against drugs. Both appear on
television ads and speak at high
schools.
But "Not Too Cool"isa tale that
anyone can relate to. With his
words, John Phillips again shows
his flair for the written word and its .
translation to music. With such
lyrics a'- . "You 2et so hieh that vou
can't go home again," he provides
food for reflection.

Many bands have tried to make .
it on the comeback trail and almost
all have failed. Usually it was
because the new incarnations of .
these old groups couldn't or would
not change their music to fit into
changed musical tastes.
But the "new" Mamas and
Papas fit into the world of 1980's.
It is not just because we've changed
or they've changed. The reason
that they will succeed is the fact
that all of us have grown and
matured in the years since the ~O's.

The new Mamas and Papas. ( courtesy photo)

We've left our silent era and feel.
capable of taking control of our
destinies and our world. All of us
realize that the elusive promise of
that time in the 60's is within our
grasp.
Yes, the faces have changed but
the situation is one of renewal, not
redundancy.

Send The New Hampshire
to your folks
For information, call 862-1323
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( continued from page 15)

before the program. As the band is
playing they "size up the audience"
and let the music just come.
Each n~ember. said Miller, has a
feeling for tempo. "Songs can be
played at one tempo and have one
feeling, and then be played at a
different tempo and have a whole
other feeling," he said.
The audience cheered and
shouted as the band took the stage.
They wanted New Orleans jazz at
its best. By the second number,
everyone was pounding and
clapping along with the music.
Preservation Hall played tunes
like "Ice Cream,'' "Somewhere,
My Love," "Little Liza Jane," and
the dirge-like "Closer Walk With
Thee."
The music wasn't just
instrumental. During the popular
tune. "Amen," Wilson sang the
vocals, and Willie Humphrey led __
the audience in singing along.
Kimball, with a haunting vibrato,
took the vocals during,
"Memories", an exceptionally fine
tune.
The music ranged from the
swingy punch of the traditional
"St.Louis Blues" to "Joe Avery", a
tune which resembled "Rock
Around the Clock", but preceded
that rock and roll tune by thirty
years.
During the performahce, the
audience whistled, shouted, and
For their final encore, the Preservation Hall Jazz Band led audience members around the Fieldhouse with their version of'When the Saints
stood up and cheered just before
the intermission. Standing on the . Come Marching In." (Henri Barber photo)
sides, the ushers seemed to enjoy
the performance at least as much
They danced off the stage, still . their hands, hugged, and kissed an · explosively joyous moment.
number. After the group was
as everyone else. They led many of
through, the audience in the back playing, and down into the them.
The evening of music which had
the rounds of clapping and did
on the bleachers began stomping audience. Dozens of fans left their
They wound around the seemed _only to have just begun,
~
little kick steps.
their feet loudly. They wanted seats and came down from the gymnasium and back up to the
It was a concert of high energy,
more;ju_st one more. 1$ all cut loose bleachers and flocked behind, stage, where they played and , ended. It had lasted over two and a
but the most unbelievable event
as they did "When the Saints Come singing along. Sewral ran up to the _ played, and finally to the standing half hours, but no one would have
minded if it had gone on all night.
beaming jazz players and shook cheers of everyo!"}e, ended. It was
hapl?ened . j_ust after the !~ __Marching In."
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Teleonone· Taoe Line
a service provided by

Counseling & Testing Center
and

Cool-Aid, Inc.

Taoes Available
Anxiety and Possible Ways to
Cope with it _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 36
Becoming Independent from
Parents _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _478
Building Self-Esteem and
Confidence_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _35
Coping with Stress
38
Dating Skills
18
Dealing with Anger
8
Dealing with Constructive
Criticism____________ 7
Depression as a Life Style
433
Early Signs of an Alcohol
Problem_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 160
Expressing Negative Thoughts
and Feelings __________ 6

Female Homosexuality_____ 20
Fighting Constructively _ _ _ _ _ 5
Friendship Building _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
Helping a Friend _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 90
How to Cope with a Broken
Relationship_ _ _ _ _ _- __ 83
How to Deal with Depression __ 432
How to Deal with Loneliness _ _ 32
How to Handle Fears ______ 33
How to Say "NO" _ _ _ _ _ _ 10
Male Homosexuality
·21
Relaxation Exercises ______37
Responding to Suicidal
Feelings of Others _ _ _ _ _ _ 492

A Private Anonymous Resource

Responsible Decisions about
Drinking _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_161
Self-Assertiveness
402
Things to Consider in Looking
for a Mate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 71
Timing Problems in Male
Sexuality_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 24
Types of lntimacy_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3
Understanding Jealousy and
How to Deal with it _______9
The Value and Use of Self-Talk__36
What is Counseling and How to
Use it _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 61
What is Depression ______ 431

Dial 862-3554 any night _from 3:00-12:00 p.m. and a Cool-Aid member will answer
the phone. Select the tape you wish to hear by name and number. The tapes run about 8 minutes. If you have any questions, don't hang up when the tape is over, and
a Cool-Aid member will come back on the line.
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409

By JOHN FRAZIER HfY, WHY~ MY
FAVOR IT£ GLJY SO

NERVOOS?

SHOE

By JEFF MacNELLY

1X> YOU REALIZE I GMOE, 1UAT IF YOU
GOCKED AWAY la:t, 9UCKS A't'fAA
IN ONEOFnlOGEIAAACCOO~ ...

By BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY

I

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
l. Form of""to

be"
,. Money fora

tortilla
8. Russian news
MITiee
12. Actor Barker.
one-time Alm

13.
1'.
15.
16.
17.
18.
20.

21.
22.

26.

Tanan
None trod
-code,
phonintr aid
Blackbird
Brooch
Holdable
material
Comfort
Coiffl:an
"eo,rer-up"
Part of tM
psyche
Resiaier to
the lut:
hn,h. wd.
Turin'• river

28. Made a slip
30. Tom, Dick and
Baff)'
31. Pia•
l3. Speci6ed
35. TV's"-

Squad"
36. hosta

38. Spaniah
..Robin Hood"·
tn,ehero

40. Toward
,1. H•venl7

creac:enc.:
2wdL
,3. 3. 5, or '1

45. Pnmoan
46. Filibuster

tactic
,9. Test TV show
52. VIP at Pekins
53. Antasoniat
54. Writer
AmbJ.r
55. Hindu
teacher

Ml. Bdoft
5'1. Orbit
58.
out
59. CeriM

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

Lea••

tuflH A 600IJ F«TA61£ SYSTeM,
YOV'U Be A8/£ 70 CAPT{JR&
All THOSE cARlY MOM&NTS
YOUU 1RlfASIJR& f(1?.. YcAR5

DOWN
1. Woe ia me!
2. Nendamy
3. Banish
4. Tbeacer snack
5. MiaaACWILI
6. Sermon
theme
7. Litrht--. .itcb

word
8. Instructed
9. Actor Carner
- 10. Between
"ready" and
"l'O"
11. Speak
17. Diab of 2,
blaclcbirda
19. Brinrer of
wiadom. in the
Orient

70 C.OMP, /NCtlJIJIN0 TH&
ACTlJAl MOM&NT OF 8/l<THl

1

~~

~

\

-,>ll

+ _-:::f::tml::::tt~;;,,:~~~~

20. Mo" extenam
22. Imp
23. Branch

2(. Donnybrook
25. Silly bird
26. DiKomlort
:?7. At aome ume
29. Barbera tool
32. -line,Aretic
radar •)'Stam

3(. Teen-a,.
quitter

37.
39.
,2.
44.
46.

Kia1; pet
Pindar's fone
Strike thPN!
Put off
Dnn in Delhi

47. "Nitty'!'p;tty"

·'8. Liaten to

,9. Vim
50. Man••~
51. Ignited 52. Flower, 1or
short
55. Start otl

Answers on

a e 21

a/l:ll, l/1<& AT 1-115
8/f<TH/?,4YmF<rte5!
HIS llTTl& FR.Jf;NIJ5
Mll l-lOWL-!

\

After becoming involved,
Wyckoff ..then graduated from
being a non-believer to being a
hard line skeptic."
Photographic evidence obtained
while working on theproject "was
powerfully convincing and I
became a firm believer that there
was definitely -something down
there."
Sporting a Scottish plaid tie and
a lapel pin of the Loch Ness
creature, Wyckoff addressed
about one hundred people. He
talked of his work, which over the
last several years has been to
perfect film and equipment that
would be able to photograph
creatures in the peat stained brown
waters of the Loch.
_"You can't even see through it,"
said Wyckoff. "Divers in the Loch
have to- use a flashlight at any
depth. At one hundred feet the
diver would not know if he is up or
down."
In his quest to gather positive
evidence, he has employed various
sonar, sound, and photographic
equipment. The end result so far is
a series of photographs and sonar
readings whfch could point to
possibilities, but as yet, nothing
that will convince his peers.
His future efforts will employ
the use of some unusual assistants.
· He is currently training two
dolphins to wear harnesses that
have been outfitted with camera
and lighting attachments.
"'We will use two dolphins-one
to ride shotgun for the other and
both outfitted with cameras," Wyckoffoff said. Being natural hams,
Wyckoff said the dolphins
"pron;iptly learned how to take
pictures of each other."
But with further training
Wyckoff hopes to have the
dolphins swimming and
photographing around the Loch.
"We feel that as soon as we get a
dolphin with sonar receptors in the
water, it(the Loch Ness creature)
will know they are there. It could
be an interesting encounter, "Wyckoff ff said.
If the dolphins work out;
Wyckoff said,"at the end of a five
year period we hope to get a family
printout" of the creatures that
inhabit the Loch.
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<
gas, alcohol and enacting excise •
taxes. At the end of four years, the .
federal government would turn
over the revenue sources to the
state, if the states want to fund the
programs.
However, D'Amours said that
studies show 60 percent of the
income from excise taxes come
from taxing oil wells, of which
New Hampshire has none.
"If people want the New
Federalism in New Hampshire as
Reagan has proposed it, they
better damn well get used to the
idea they're going to have to pass
some kind of broad-based tax.
. Period. I'm not sticking my nose in
New Hampshire's business, you
understand," he added. "They
don't want to pass that tax, fine,
but they better make that decision
now and not accept the New
Federalism and say, •My God,
what have we done?' "
People in the Congress and in
the state were at first in favor of
major cutbacks in federal
spending, D'Amours said, but now
a reconsideration is going on. He
said there has been a tremendous
shift in support for Reagan and his
cutbacks.
"People are realizing that
cutting programs are fine, but
killing them is quite another
matter," he said. "That's what's
happening here."
D'Amours belongs to two
House Committees, the Banking,
Finance and Urban Affirs
Committee, and the Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee.
He said banking and finance is his
major committee, with efforts
going on to deregulate banking
generally without destroying the
savings and loan industry.
In his marine and fisheries
committee, D'Amours is
attempting to control the spread of
ocean dumping of toxic wastes. .
The Manchester lawyer, who is
the only Democrat in New
Hampshire's congressional

continued from page 1)
delegation, has been a House
member since 1974. He says he is
planning to run for re~lection in
1982, and doesn't feel he is a

liberal.
••1 consider myself a moderate,"
very proud of
"I'm
said.
D'Amours
..
•
I
_
my mod_e ration.

ATTENTION SWIMMERS!
Masters Swim Club, Organizational Meeting-. Monday, March 29, 7:00p.m. in,Rooni 38, Field House.
Competition and training for faculty, staff and students
aged 20 and oldef. Sponsored by ·the Dept. · of
Recreational Sports.
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---WINTER JACKETS, PARKAS, VESTS
Women's Parkas

Men's Parkas

Caribou Ivy

Trailwise Breckenridge

Only. $29.20
SAVE 60%

Only $39.80
Save 60%

North Face Hoedown
>!

Only $88.40

·poET

Save $81 .60

( continued from page 4)
best know poems - Flower
Herding on Mt. Monadnock and
Freedom, New Hampshire,
directly concern New Hampshire.
Born in Providence.Rhode
Island, Kinnell spent many of his·
early summers with his family in
Freedom , N. H. After his
graduation from Princeton he
spent extended periods at the
-MacDowell Colony in Peterborough,N. H.

OUTERWEAR ----~'\(CROS S COUNTRY
CLOTHING
'
Woolrich Wool-Lined Mountain Parkas

Personals
Personals
Person.a ls
Personals
Personals
Personals

Reg. $76 .50 NOW $53.55
Patagonia Shelled Bunting
Reg. $77.25 NOW $49.50

SAVE 30-60%
0dlo Stretch Knickers

Just $14.98
Sunbuster Poplin Knickers
Only $18.00 Reg. $36 .00
Woolrich Corduroy Knickers
Now Only $29.75 Reg. $42.50
All x-c Gloves

Patagonia Pile Vests
Reg. $36.50 SALE $29.20
Wool Hats, Gloves & Mittens

SAVE 30-60%
Kombi Ski Gloves

Just $1 in Room f08,MUB
Deadlines:
Tuesdays, 2 p.m. and Fridays, 2 p.m.

Save 25-40%

SA VE 40- 70%

-~t&.

~-

Personals
Personals
Personals Personals
Personals
Personals

All 1 & 2-Piece Outfits
9 8 97 0

\..

~ ~-R_e_d_u_ce_~_e_T_$~_ s_t__$_3_9_.o_o_ _
·- ~_
J_

lllildtrntss Crails

----Pettee Brook Lane
-Tel:_(603) 868-5584
. Durham. New Hampshire 03.824
··:.
Mon. - Fri. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 11-5

-

', '. __J

I

'
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CLASSIFIED
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Roomate Wanted: share 2 bedroom apt.
outside Dover. 140/mo. plus electric. On
Karivan route. Female stud.mt preferred.
742-6915 in evening, ask for Nancy.3/30

'4i ]

WANTED: Room in Portsmouth end of
May-September. Quiet, non-smoker,
kitchen priviledges. Will do light house
cleaning, babysitting. Call evenings (603)
772-2119.

READ THIS!! 1974 AMC Matador 4 dr.,
304 C.I. engine, A/C, PS, PB, Radio, no
rust, new aiternator, exhaust, 2 new tires,
runs great! First $500. Call Joe at 7495174 and keep trying.3/30
1975 VW RABBIT for sale. Rust. but
excellent motor. Carcin daily use. Take it
away for $1200. 748-0942.3/30

_H_e,_pw_an_te~----J,,

'76 Fiat 128 4 Door sedan, 65.000 miles,
excellent condition, runs well. inspected
Feb. New tires. valve job. clutch. Asking
$1550. Call Cindy, 742- 7587 evenings.
Must sell, ~oing X-_country. 4 12

Upward Bound has openings for
tutor /counselors this summer. Positions
are live-in and involve providing
residential supervision and academic
assistance for low-income high school
students. If work/study; $1120 for 7
weeks. Non work/study $250 plus 4
credits. Contact Dan at 2-1563.4/6

'I·-~ I~

1982 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, launch
Operator-steward for local yacht club.
Start May 28 F/S/S to June 18;
F/S/S/M June 25-Sept. 6; F /SIS/ Sept.
10-Sept. 26; SIS Oct. 2-11; Must be 18
yrs. old, have boating exp., swim and
agree to take C.G. test for lie. M/F call ,
868-5056 after 6 p.m.4/2

For Sale: Men's 21" Motobecane Mirage
10 sped bike. White, in good condition.
R"c::t offer C-..a II Deb at 868-1421 .
1978 Kawasaki 400. Only 5,000 miles,
excellent condition. With cover and
helmet. $850 or best offer. Call Tim at
778-8498 (evenings) 3/26

Wanted: Dependable work/study looking
for immediate employment. Call 7426166 after 12:00 p.m. 3/30

1980 Honda 750F Super Sport, black, low
mileage, $2150. Evenings only 7493117.
Kenwood KR 6030 stereo receiver. 80
watts/RMS Must sell $400.00 or 8.0.
436-3749
1976 Kawasaki 400. 13,500 mi. Good
condition. $700 firm. 868-5162.

Lost and Found

j(g]I

lost: High School Class Ring (Groveton
High School - 1981 with purple stone).
Reward will be offered. Call John in Room
309 at 2-1738.

1 pr. Dynastar Omeglass 200cm with
Solomon 727E bindings. Good shape,
taking best offer. Call Jim 749-2798.

Lost - One CB Sports Ski Jacket. Tutone
blue. Taken from the Cat Nip Pub Fri.
March 19. I need it back. Reward $15.00
Please call Tom 862-1091 8-4:30 After
5:00 742-4097. No questions asked .3/30

1978 VW CAMPER. Sleeps 4. 2-burner
propane stove, sink, elect. refrig. Very
clean. 31,500 miles. 21 mpg. reg. $7800.
868-5463 eve.3/30

I

For Sale: Red Belly Pirhana, 5" long
carnivorous fish. Asking $50. Call Mike
868-9831 .
Leather coat for sale-exc. cond.,full
length, supple leather. Perfect weight for
spring and fall. Very smart looking. Must
be seen to be appreciated. Too big for me
now. $115 or 8.0. 868-9726 or 2-1670_
ask for Rachel.
Yamaha Guitar (FG 340) One year old and
in excellent condition. Asking for $150
k f G
firm.. Call 868- 2040 an d as or reg.
Reynolds Advance XYZ 3-way bass refl~x
speakers. One of only two prototype pairs
made, valued at approximately $800.
Overall dimensions: 35H x 15- x 12D.
Excellent sound--excellent speaker . $475
or best offer. Call 2-2382 or 868-9730.
Ask for Mike in Room 635.3/30

Servkeund

ftepan

I~

WORDPROCESSING. fast versatile,
professional. Eliminates expensive
retypin§. Perfect for resumes, r~ports,
manuscripts, theses, dissertations,
newsletters, specifications, correspondence. Automatic centering, justification,
headers, pagination. Rush service
available. Call "WORDPLAY", 4314359.4/27
Typing jobs done at reasonable prices:
Resume, thesis, trem paper, etc. Seven
years secretarial experience includes one
year as secretary to V.P. · of large
consulting firm in Cambridge, Ma. If
interested call Pat at 742-6553
(Dover) .3 / 30

I

Girl's Nordica Ski boots for sale - size 7 ·

mda't.;'ttion, good boots· C[1~
Me·~]
Apartments for Rent

Personals

ll•l
.

9
Live on the beach and commute-2
bedroom unfurnished apartment within
walking distance to the center of Long
Sands Beach in York Beach. Maine. No
pets. Lease required. $325 / month
includes heat & all utilities. 1 / 2 house
commute to Durham . R.M . Hayward
Aaencv 207-363-4 141 . 419
Two bedroom unfurnished apartment
within walking distance to the cente_r of
B
h · y kB
h Mame
Long Sands eac m ord :3ac25';
No pets. Lease require .·. .
mont
includes heat & all ut1l1t1es. 1/ 2 hour
commute to Durham . R.M . Hayward
Agency 207-363-4141 . 4 / 9
DURHAM SUMMER SUBLET: Webster
House. Great location-walking distance
to campus and downtown . Fully
furnished. Call Melinda at 868-9897 or
862-3283. 5/7
For Rent. Rooms, aparts., reasonable car
pool. Avail. immediately, 9 or 12 months.
Lower rates are not available for
caparable lifestyle near ocean a nd
interstate 95. Ideal for 2-6 students. Wrtte
box 418 Ogunquit, Maine 03907. 207 646_9556 _3 / 30

I.fl

1

h

Wanted : Summer sublet in PortsmouthKittery area. One or two bedrooms.
Apartment or house. Call 749-1831 or
862-3956. Ask for Steve. If not in leave
info. and number.3 / 30
·
Summer Sublet: in Dover. 2 bedrooms. 2
or 3 people needed. On Karivan route,
near store. 5 min walk. downtown . . Pay
electricity, ph9ne and cable optional.
$250/ month. 2 people. $25 extra for 3.
Call 749-0067 evenings.4/2

..·.

Audi-Thank you for maki(lg my vaca_tion
so warm ~nd wonderful. Congra!ulat,ons
onbecommgamas~er-_nowldonthaveto
worry any more, 111 1ust work for you
(although I would ~hether you w~re a
master or not!) This weekE_md w,_11 be
great. although Thursday night ~ill be
toug_h_ to ha nd1 e! love ya-xour anxiouslyawaiting-to-see-you co-pilot.
h Off .
NH F .d G
10 " a ang
To t e
icial 1982 U
(Tex, Co., & Boy # 3 ):
Hey, what's up?, Boy, vou look beat!,
Have a not.her beer!!!, "WRONG".
Somehow I don't think I'll ever forget
those lines, although I'll certainly try.
Here's to waking up on time, making
business phone calls. finding a place to
sleep, eating ham at Arby's, eating the
most delicious seafooctever, spending an
interesting evening in D.C.,listening to
"Charriots of Fire" , playing tennis with
J .J. & Ms. 'let my people go·, and soaking
up those beautiful rays .
To think I already miss the Palm Trees,
Frieda, 1 dead Escort. Disney World, 1
dead cockroach, Pedro's, Pubix's, Winn .
Dix, & Show Brz Pizza Palace(come to
think of it. I won't miss that place).
Lets get togathe·r soon to reminisce
about our exciting week and sip $3.00
Pina Coladas.
Boy #2
Interested in Business, Are you a
Freshman or Sophomore? If so. then apply
to The New Hampshire, Room 108, MUB
for an exciting ~nd interesting position .
The job starts immediately and runs
through the 1982-83 academic year . ..
Hey Wigs--your a cool kid. Thanks a lot for
being a cool friend too. That's all.

Roommate needed - male. Walking
distance to campus. $137 .50 per month
heat/hot water incl. 868- 7082.

Happy Birthday Deb! Did you have fun last
night? Sorry l wasn 't around to help
celebrate it bµt you know how the saying:
Large room in private home. Private
•goes-business before pleasure. I'll make
entrance, off street parking, quiet
it up to you tonight! By the way- yol.J'neighborhood . Small den adjacent to
wanna buy us some beer?
room . All utilities included in rent . Only
Wendy-Here's you very own: person~I.-·
1 O minutes to UNH . Available
Hope you ankle's better. Try to refrain_
immediately. Call 868- 1000.
from belching constantlyjt's not good for
Summer Sublet needed - Newmarket. on
your health.
.
·
Kari-van route, $30q / month plus
M ,
electricity. Available J_une. July, and
Ride Wanted -Tb and from skiing
on:
August . Partly F:urn~_ti_ed . Contact Sue
Wed ., or Fri. ··one time ea,ch to Wildcat;
Pat's Peak, Bretton Woods, Crotche('.f
· 6:..::5:..:9;_·...:.6...:.0.:.9..:..6_
.4_/_2_ _ ___,,_ _ _ _ _ _ .'i Mountain. BI a ck Mountain and
Female .~1udent looking for an apartment
Wilderness. Call Peter, 86_ij,;:,7469. 3/26
or ·house- to share with same for this _
__
. .
. _
"
su!:f1meri11d next school year. Must, h~ve . ,,TRI':', T9 MON1:REAL! !!!-:-A~ril 1.6, 17, 1 8.
own bedroom . If you have a room opening
for only $32. Sign up begin!'1tlg.M~rch 3 0i

!

~ ;i.ptease,.--::c~U..-Sl!Ruo.e.:fraL,B£2.:326!v .~~~,ne..Q~~l!;·~n_tg_~8@1! ~~~l9$Q.~$;;

' evenings.3/30

Sponsored by Area II Programmmg·Baora.

M.M .W. - Because of you last week was
the best ever. I hope it was only -the
beginning of many more great memories.
love ya, J .L.O.

IRELAND '82 ... Yup that's me. To all my
friends who achieved in making a dream
and life-long ambition come true I want to
say from the bottom of my _h eart Thank
Blaring Dance Music for descartes Fans: You. Words can not express the feeling
The Bebeo Ergo Sum Society reception. that I'm having and the high I experience
3/27 8 p.m .. 68 Rte. 108, Madbury. Must when thinking that so many friends care
Lady Diane :1t hasn't been long, but it has
and contributed to fulfilling this goal of
be 20.
been wonderful! Here's to getting fat on
Don't forget the great movies playing mine. Thanx to ... Julie Joanne Dana
M & M's, Champagne and Camelot, "If
Mark D. Doug Smitty Jenny F. Dave K.
tonight in the Strafford room of the MUB
ever I should leave you," Molson dinners
at 7:30 p.m. for only $1 .50. PRIVATE Sandy Bert John N. Gary P. Dave R.
at Warren's, jealousy and space, a scent
BENJAMIN and THE GRADUATE. What a Frank D. Jay Steve A. Dave P. Dave D.
of worth and playing Polo, Chartrese,
bargain and great movies tool Sponsored Mitch Brian Mark B. Adrian Pete D.
France, a Nightly companion in Rocky,
Jim L. Jeff F. Henry Craig Daan P.
· by Delta Zeta Sorority.
moments of passion and too much
Barry Tim S. Dave W. Butte Steve S.
champhne, learning how to back out of
Devine 8th - Back at last together! My oh Ralph Ken V. Mike P. Schmotty Roy
alleys, a One In A Million you at Luka's,
my, what stories are there to tell! Stanley Frank M. Greg P. Chris C. Bill K. Jerry
The Country Inn in Vermont and the
and Sylvia are divorced, but it's a friendly Todd Mark K. Phil W. Eric W . Jon A.
woman executive in Boston, DAN Hill, .
divorce and they both remarried in Kelly Roz Hollly Chris Joy Deb M. Lori
Dirty Girl Scouts and squeeze one, float
Patti Judy Patti Judy DebJ. leeAnn
Florida. Mildred do you feel a little sour
one, players disco and pulled muscles,
about the event? Don't worry it happens to Sue V. Pam M. Glenn Rich B. Rob S.
and especially here's to being on a roll.
the best of families. But back at school it Greg W. Greg W . Steve C. Mike W. Jen
life With you in it has been marvelous,
looks like the Devine 8th family is back . C. Kate Stacy Mary M. Denise 8eth 0.
wonderful, happier oh it's hard to put into
together. Thanks _for the shells, Sandie Marion Donna G. Cathy P. Diane G.
words except I love you Michael.
Doris Laura Lisa K. Robin F. Karen J.
and the buttons. Next year baby, I'm there.
Julie - Pina Coladas & Miller lite a weird
My, how our loyalties change!?! Less than Alison Priscilla Tracy R. Jennifer J.
combination but one hell of a night. It's
a month and we haven't a clue! Laconia
IE #106-Thanx for being a great friend! IE
not the booze that made me snooze, but
m;iv have to be PDed without me. We'll
.lt107
the satisfaction of a well spent night. Not
see! How about next semester's at the
Robin-You brown woman! Thanks for the
a day goes by without you in mind no less
Ramada Inn in Dover? Spring has sprung
rose. it really did cheer me up! I'm
because of your sexy behind. Will be great
and we have lots of sunning and drinking
psyched for next semester-hope you ,can
to see you in June. love Ed.
to do out in it. Let's get to it! Glad to have
put
up with me again! Love ya, Tamera
you all back safe and sound. Just give me
Julie, SURPRISE!! Hope you enjoy it!!
a couple of weeks and we all can be the
Karen R. Johnson-Happy one year
Shannon.
same color. We've got the good viewing
anniversary little sis! Next year will be the
You have a bad attitude.
table reserved all week for dinner!!!
best living with you and Robin. Arthur's
CAROL'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE
Welcome Sybil to the family. Love ya.
girls! Love ya, Tamera
Reasonable rates on school papers,
Gertrude.
Melissa (or is it Maureen?)-What is the
reports, etc. Will pick up and deliver if
Interested in a career in banking or
probability of passing a test with a ·
transportation is a problem. Please call
financial management? Be sure to join us
hangover? You should have stayed home
439-4141 anytime.4/27
for a Career night in Banking on
and played cribbage with Chris. Don't
Wednesday,
March
31,
at
the
Elliott
forget-Beware
of large men headed for
A boring Friday night?- Don't let it be!! Go
Alumni Center from 7:30-9:00. Free
the dance floor. · Welcome to the family
the the movies. PRIVATE BENJAMIN AND
admission . Refreshments served.
Melissa!! Love, Mau. P.S. - Did you find a
THE GRADUATE are playing in the
tall one for me yet 7
Strafford Room of the MUB at 7 :30 p.m.
CAS - Thank you for the wonderful
s1~50 to see both movies. What a deal.
vacation. I had a very nice time and a good
Lisa-I'm so excited to be your big sisSponsored by Delta Zeta Sorority.
rest. Remember it is anywhere Piedmont
you're the best little sis!! Get psyced for
wants it to be. Vail for Christmas? Love
some great times this semester-promise
Another Saturday night bored to th~ max?
KAJ
you won't have to wear any· more
Nol join us at the Bebeo Ergo Sum Society
mismatched clothes. Love, Jenny.
reception this Saturday, 8 p.m ., 68 Rte.
Bitchious Women: Well, we really did it! I
108, Madbury. Refreshments will be
still can't believe it. It all began in the
To one of Charlie's Tunas; Gentlemen
served. Must be 20.
handi-van jitney .. Hello 95 South ... Bobby
prefer Haynes but you make them run. We
Hall.. Are we there yet? ... What do you
brought you flower.s, now your ego really
Lemma to Xena's First Paradox: If you're
mean were still in Georgia?!! .. Juno
towers. Your room looks like an exclusive
always in flux you don't WANT to get off
Beach here we are!... Harry! .... Spew! ... · island club, too bad you were always too
the pot.
Gorgeous weather .. Strawberries ... "Are
late for the MUB. Don't burn your virgin
Boo Boo, forget the question! Actions
ther~ sharks in the water? ... Kiki lounge(?)
body in the Nantucket sun. that would
speak louder than words, the point is
- True of America - what a familiar looking
make sitting in your invisible ·ce'des not
taken, the beast is dead, and fluff gets up
guitar player!. . Ft . Lauderdale - Nancy,
much fun . You probably think this poem is
your nose. Signed your not so dizzy, not so
Baby! Mr. Pips was interesting (ahem) about you, don't you, don't you . Brooke,
c_lo_n_e_-_li_k_e_f_ri_e_n_d_l- - - - - - - - Sue, met anyone from URI lately? ..
Buffy, Kiki.
Harpoon Louies,. The Greenhouse - Mike,
Hey guys in 236 & 262: Stan, Jack, ~ips,
PM c-How was I supposed to know you
"Out
to
lunch!"
(How
the
hell?)
Al??
Lief. Dan, Disco, Rashad and J.J. It started
would get a taxi to Stouffers? _ Just
do
you
speak
trench
by
any
Debbie,
in Edison, N.J. and ended in Stauffers and
because I cared enough to call the airport
chance? - Annie's cookie jar - Please! 27
the Riviera. An hour drive for a 10 minute
doesn't mean you had to beat me up then
oz of 7 - what was tha . guys name
ride to Mr. Pips landed us at Playpen
drink my rum! It's a long haul to the
anyway? .. .ls that apartment clean? ... On
South. let's do a cheer for Hans! Be
Riviera. especially at 2 a.m. and those
the road again ... hello 95 north ... THERE
aggressive! It was only the beginning of
bruises hurt! Where did you end up
THEY GO!! No problem just leave me
swarvation. We hope you learned from
Sunday night anyways? Not to mention
standing in the middle of Georgia at 2
38 A
· k f'T 1
· t dL
.. d
St. Pat's Day! I'm surprised you never got
f~~ G~-~~Ys~u ~~~·so tak! ~:er ~~= J,~o
a.m .... Kleenex, Sue? .... Moon much? ....
struck by lightning! Did you ever read p.
Those other two - baby! ... Hold it! -We're
38? That might have had something to do
not stopping for anything ... Thank God for
~~::,iie~k~is~~itly~
with the shampoo bottle-how does your
the fuzz buster... No-Doze, Please! ...
screwdrivers. Bloody Marys and
head feel? It's good you're not a PDA man,
Bailing out...no wipers ... But we finally
Watermelon for lunch by the pool. We like
otherwise it might be all over. That could
made it KISSNUTS! (minus one sneaker)
the zinc oxide shamrocks . Wasn't
have been a touchy-feely conversation
Let's do it again next year (wouldn't it be
Flanigans the balls? Drive much Rashad?
but you are too chicken . Have a clue, will
nice to have ---- here?) Love ya Margo
Maybe it was the extra load!! Ruggies - 24
you?! The pink blanket never saw a
ounce beers? Wasn't dinner at Beefsteak
To the sisters & pledges of Alpha Xi, what
sunrise but you did get your picture taken
Charlies great? Top of the surf, Happy
big and little sister combos we have! (isn't
with it. I hope your pictures from the
Hour was better. We missed your wet
PMO just wonderful?) Breakfast was just
Button come out, but the beer down your
willies at the Button. Sorry about the
the start of all that we have in store for
shorts probably did not help the film . By
shoulders, Lips. All in all, Spring Break 82
yoµ . So keep up the good work for the fun
the way, how did it feel? Even though I
was nuts. We love ya, the girls in 224.
isn 't over yet. Fuzzy love.
wrote a note at 5 :30 a.m. we still haven't
Here's a personal 1· ust for you! Thanks for
had the conversation you promised. Are
WAS. Happy Spring! Get psyched for
you sick of airports? How about climbing
all the great times ... beers in the shower,
great times in the sun (out of the sun too)
on
roofs? I'm sorry abo'llt that? Why did
cozy pictures (?), bumble bee shirts,
Good luck with the rest of the semester!
you take your radio? Do you like to see me
cylinder pizzas,' lots of ,abuse, doing
The end is almost here! Here's to the
laundry late nights (only 4 pairs of socks
squirm? I owe you one!! All considered, it'
summer. Getting in shape! See ya
was a great week! Double-play? Love ya,
chubby. ILY the tripod-less mandible
thisweek?!?)Room313(theweirdsection
JMS.
P.S. OKAY? FINE!
queen!
of the building) good talks, great friends,
To my dekine California friends-Florida
fun times. Have fun and keep smiling!
Julie#?- Let me see now, which one were
was dekine; camping was dekine and our
Hope you did good on your exam.
you? Ah, but from the first time I used you
"good times" together were dekindest!!
Maybe Colonel Sanders can only do one
at the bar at the Playpen thru the sunrise,
Here 's to many more good times aheadthing well, but we go the beat to please
the watermelon , and finally the infamous
Virg.
P.S. I'm not so sure bananas are
everybody! The Dance Machine ... for rates
Button, I knew what number you were.
dekine.
call Chris at 332-0800, or 868- 7214
Thanks for a wonderful week and here 's
to liberalress - may your eyes be forever
(a_f_te_r_5.:....)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Gerry Healy-If Coach Bowes could have
blue with joy. Love ya - TJ .
only made it to the Button. "No! No! No!
Typing done in my home; IBM Selectric
Gerry, we don 't do that here. I'm
typewrater. Tel. 742-4704
To the Washington Family: Here's to
ashamed, you've represented the team in
If the music at your last party lost its taste,
$78.00 bar bills, steep escalators, and
such a microscopic manner. " (Don't
try another flavor .. .The Dance Machine!
Winky . I'll take a taxi with you anytime.
worry,
Jack French has special ordered a
For rates, call Chris at 332-0800, or 868Remember; we can write. Really write. A
box of XS Jocks.)
(after )
· • ·
Fuzzy Duck ..
7214
5
COUNSELING CONFERENCE . The
Xena's second Parad'Ox: If you're always
Models Wanted for International Hair
graduate students of the UNH Counseling
half way there, when do you arrive? - Sui
Show. Date, April 26th, Sheraton Tara,
program
are sponsoring a conference
Veneris
Nashua, N.H . Free colors, cuts, and / or
April 2 entitled, Counseling Today and
perms by top world stylists, call 1-800Interested in a career· in banking or
Tom morrow. The keynote speaker will be
562-3105 for information.4 / 6
financial management? Be sure to join us
Dr. Tom Cottle. lecturer in the
for a Career Night in Banking on
Department of Psychology, Harvard
Ride needed to Upstate N.Y. (anywhere
Wednesday,
March
31,
at
the
Elliott
·
Medical School, Harvard University and
near Syracuse) preferably weekend of 4-2
Alumni Center from 7 :30-9:00. Free
but will go weekend of 4-9 . Will share gas
host of the PBS Tom Cottle Show. He will
admission. Refreshments served.4/ 9
be speaking on Communications with
and driving. Call Jerry. 868-5372.4/ 6
Families. The day will be divided into
Ellen Hume - I'm so psyched to have you
The VINEYARD, anyone?! We 're looking
three sessions of workshops relating to
as my little sister! You are the cutest and a
to share a 3-or -more bedroom apt. for the
various areas of counseling. The
great friend. Sorry about the sweats and
summer, preferably down-i~lahd .. If you
conference will be held - at the Alumni
shorts, library teases, phoney meetings,
have any leads. please call ,Denise 749Center, UNH, on April 2 from 8 :00 to 5:00.
and
a
bitten
off
rose
(I
owe
you
another)
2736.
The cost will be: Students without lunch
But it was fun and I lpve ya! Deb.
To the gang oHour· (sorry Marie: you were
$10.00, Students with luch $17.00, and
busy): My mother grayed ten years and
Tom Torr - Whereever ' you are! Happy
professionals $25.00. for registration
the cat ran away, but other than that the
Birthday!! May it be the best ever! Sorry I and information contact : Donna M .
didn 't get down to Washington for break ,
place is still standing . The dog track has
Gordon, Department of Education, Morrill
never seen anything like us, including the
but you know, Thanks for the calls. You ~
Han: UNH, 862-1730. 3 / 30
.
poor guy who had his program
aresosuperandlm1s~yousomuch!Love
Xeno-you.
should
n:,eetmy
husbancj.ctHe's
.f borrowed'i He.re' vlle ''go Wi:!dc.ats.... and ~ -~ ya . OHM.
. ·
.
a sophist at. the · local univ_e,rsity~ You
-what ~~ your "horoscope?."f Ye:f it.was. a : _·_ T~ m'y roomies b~th future aRd present,
probably cat'.lgtit his -act aq.he' Agova, or
tiocky game, and for those _of you who · the times have been fun . Let'5 get,_
hanging afOu-nd t-he s ·p ace Center.
Jl_spire, maybe Danny et al. will do beers ,_n I psyched for next year!! Dennis
corrupting Durham's youth.. In J~Dpline.
-the shower. Sorpeho_w, _SomA:! way, we ll d
· ·
•
realitas -Xantippe
. ,
-get to Providence·.~But we won't;:t.ake any · To ' th~ persons who cleaned our floor at·9lasses, eat too much Chinese 'food, or _The , ,New Hampshire, great job we; 1 Cc;1rroll, ,CQ-9grats ~<>fl the-.big'.•·~~$\i~t ·
tiorrow each other· s clothes. I had a gr,:eat ~ appd~cj ate it!
.:-1 another st"ep' in, the·right.Qlrecti<m.cYQU're
tfme and maybe we can get Happy in
.:i··
tl'\ere! lo'{~:Catherine
~-'f
H~·ryi:!iScQr .S.iJly_i,a Pt,illy soon,.Lov~_St~v~ . ,__ ........
.

Can't Get a Credit Card? Let us show you
how to get Visa - Mastercard. No credit
check! Guaranteed! Anyone can qualify.
Free details. Send self addressed,
stamped envelope: Creditline, box 334DG, Rye, N.H. 03870.4/6
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Hey Scoop-(We're talkin to Yow!)-Studies
are unquestionably important to an
academic prodigy such as yowself, but
sey you priorities, will yow?? After all,
what is more appealing to the palate,
Lowenbrau or Yow Communications
notes?? The Yow brethren are confident
that yow will soon see the light and climb
back on the path leading to a rewarding
life as a member of the Yow gang. Until
yow do, yows can only reiterate our
sorrowful plea, "Scoopie, come home!
We miss Yow!!"

JAN the Phi Mu Sexpot-You nave the
prettiest eyes I've ever seen, (even if one's
blue and one's green. I just noticed that).
Where have you been all my life? Are you
really as sweet and innocent as you
seem? I hope not, it would ruin my plans
for you! By the way, I'm not from Kappa
Sigma. but you're getting warmer. "You
know who."
Once again, Al Haig wins the Xeno L.
Smith Brainless Award for proving to us
that War is a Helluva lot of fun . Get
psyched! It's gonna be a great war, Muffy!
"Christians, like slaves and soldiers, ask
no questions." -Jerry Falwell. Hey Muffy,
how do you look in Khaki? - Mr. Natural.

DZ/BETA VOLLEYBALL TEAM -You guys
were awesome this week.

TAU NU EPSILON SISTERS. ZETA
OMEGA BROTHERS. and the SWIM
TEAM BOOSTER CLUB (that's you
Sheila!): I just want to say what an
AWESOME 3 years this has been
(especially the last 2)!! I'll miss you all a lot
next year, but for now I'm not quite ready
to leave-we still have mega-partying to do
before May 22. Get psyched for a drunken
finale!! Let's make the rest of this
not be the easiest thing to do, but the
swim team can do ANYthing! Go Wild!!
(Happy Hour Friday). Love, Laffy
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t:a arid triend-Uur glances (should we sa\
stares?) in the periodical room have beer
futile. Monday, when you left at 3:00, WE
realized time was of the essence. Why no·
meet us at the Stone Church on Friday sc
you can find our who we are?
··---------------- -------------Way to go Lili! Just don't forget your
suntan _oill OX???????
"Mr. Adorable" at 69-woops-59 Main St.
Well. 1500 miles later I knew and tiow
you know it for sure, BFD? Maybe. You
know I won't "yell", but should I? What's
YOUR storv???llt'll be #3)

Shaklee Means Success--Join tt:,e growing Shaklee
family of independent distributors. You'll get what you
put into it and more. Hear about our bonus cars, travel
opportunities, tax benefits, and lots more. Call (603)
623-2768 or write: Joe Gauci, 18 Sebbins Pond Dr.,
Bedford, N.H. 03102.

ATTENTION SWIMMERS!
Mo3ter3 Svvim Club Organizational Meeting - Monday,

· March 29, 7:00 p.m. in Room 38, Field House.
Competition and training for faculty, staff and students

I

aged 20 and older. Sponsored by the Dept. of

i

COLORIII

1-

INTERVIEWS ·u nltd.

Advertising Office-Room 108, MUB
UNH, Durham, NH 03824
Mon.-Fri. / 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
862-1323

Student Rentals

Apartments for rent for _school year s2·-s3'. Walking
distance to t'he campus. 2 bedroom apts.for 3 or 4 students:
$6.800 for both semesters. I bedroom apts. for 2 students:
$4.400. Find your o·wn roommate. For appointment call
"
868:.5542 and ask for Mike,:
·
·

Durham Land I½ acre long frontage, prestigious area.
Sol!thern exposure, excellent soil, 3 bedroom, ceptic tank
design approval 18,900.
.
'7ee Land; I acre 2 miles to UNH. 3 bedroom ceptic tank
d~s1gn approval. Rural area yet close to highway, Oyster
River schools. Super buy at 8,900
Eagle Tel. 742-0669 Realty

"I( you care enough to send the ,·ery hes! ...
rr_r us. ire care. "

Personal Resume
Consultation Service

1

'

1

INTERVIEWS Unltd.·will:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Conduct an interview
Videotape that interview .
Replay it for you
Evaluate your performance
5. Recommend areas f?r improvement
Don't waste another interview.
Call today for an appointment
at your convenience days,
evenings or weekends.

Introductory offer: $35 with this ad.
868-5912
3 p.m. to 11 p.m.

.

-·

Speciality videotaping available
cassettes can be purchased
and sent.

.and

TOTAL.·VISION
CARE

C~1rnru..., Cop:,, ol Durham

P'"'

THINK
SPRINBI
Louise's Sports 'Shop .,
.

.

n.g ~_ C,enter

{\11 iii Rd. -· Shoppi
o ·urham

.,

CONTACT LE-NSE·S

By appointment only
868-2450

~-

-l

See yourself the way others do.
Improve your interviewing skills
before you lose the big one. -·

The New Hampshire

Dear Little Brother, The countdown is
finally over, and the big day is here! Happy
20th Birthday. I hope tonight is great. Plan
on making it memorable. I will be there
since it will soon be my last time at UNH. I
will always remember late night talks,
MUB PUB, borrowing clothes and money,
astro, and best of all the hugs . Make the
most of today. I love you.. ME
GRACION AL ESPIRITU SANTO--Espiritu
Santo, Tu que me aclaras todo, que
iluminas todos los caminos para que yo
alcance mi ideal. Tu que me das el don
divino de perdonar y olvidar el mal que me
hacen y que en todos Jes instantes de mi
vida esfas conmlgd, yo quiero queen este
cprto dialoge agradecerte por todo y
confirmar que nunca quiero separarme
de Ti por mayor que sea la ilusion
material. Deseo estar contigo y todos mis
seres queridos, en la gloria perpetua.
Gracias por Tu Misericordia para conmigo
y los mios. (La persona debrea rezar la
oracion durante tres dias seguidos sin
decir el pedido. Dentro de los tres dias
· sera alcanzada la gracia por mas dificil
que sea. Publicar en. cuanto se reciba la
gracia). MST
1)Interested scholars are welcome to the
Bebeo Ergo .Sum Society. of Madbury
reception this Saturday at 8 p.m .. 68 Rte.
108, Madbury. Refreshments, of course,
will be served. Must be 20.

l][]El 000□ aCJaa
rJlJO llO(J OBBDD

CHEE~LE~DING TRYOUTS!! Mandatory
Organ1zat10,:i Meeting ... Thursday, . April
1... 12:30 ... F,eld House Lobby ... Come join
the fun! For information call 868-1453
• 3/ 30
•

Mary Jane Walsh and Linda Paternoster Look out DZ - Next year is going to be the
best ever in the roof room! Lawn chairs
and coffee on the veranda in the fall, our
large refrigerator in the wintw and our
private porch in the Spring. You guys are
the best and I am looking forward to our
life to~ether. Gertude.
[~sue Sm,tfi-I m so happy to be your Big
Sister.Get ready for some really wild
times--especially the P.O. We'll definitely
have to room togtherl! !Thanks for the lady
bugs-your.'e such a sweetheart and I love
va!!Lori

Recreational Sports.

Democracy is Mediocracy: If true wisdom
and intelligence are rare qualities, then
why should the majority rule? - Thomas
Jefferson.

Crossword answers
r:Jaa (l[JEJ0 BrJEU]

Spirited men and women ... Check out the
UNH Wildcat Cheerleading Squad .
Mandatory Organization Meeting ...
Thursday, April 1... 12:30 ... Field House
Lobby ... Come join the fun!!! For
information call 868- 1453. 3 / 30

Advertise in

Doobs, Ann , Carol, Katie, Emma, Sue-age
and Martha : AWESOME job you clowns!!
Does everyone in Kirksville know where
Durham is now? We're wicked(!) proud of
al I of you and wish we could've been there
to cheer you on! You are AWESOME!!
Love, the rest of us.
Xeno Smith sez: Just dig a hole deep
enuff, and everybody will want to jump in.
Right. Crito? And, by the way, what the
hell does flux have to do with getting off
(the) pot?

JLH-Undeclared?! Sorry I t_h ink you have
the wrong person-Congrats on an
acceptance well earned-Nice job! Love,
_C atherine Anne
COUNSELING CONFERENCE . The
Graduate students of the UNH
Counseling program are sponsoring a
conference April 2 entitled, Counseling
Today and Tomorrow. The keynote
speaker;,will be Tom Cottle, Lecturer in the
Department of Psychology, Harvard .
Medical School. Harvard University and
host of the PBS Tom Cottle show. He will
be speaking on Communications with
Families. The day will be divided into
three sessions of workshops relating to
various areas of counseling. The
conference will be held at the Alumni
Center, UNH, on April 2 from 8 :00to 5:00.
The cost will be: Students without lunch
$ 10.00, Students with lunch $ 17.00, and
professionals $25.00. For registration
and information contact: Donna M.
Gordon, Department of Education, Morrill
1-!_all, _LJNH, 862- 1730. 3/30

4th annual Student Art Show April 5- 1O
from 10:00-7:00 p.m. (Sat. - 12-4) in the
Granite State Room, MUB. Work due April
1; entry forms/info. across from art store
in Paul Creative Arts Center. 4 / 6

GET BETTER RESULTS!

semoator bettor tnan oil tho othoro:. It m<>v

Kurt and Terry: Thanks for the super week
in Fla .. despite all the left turns on the way
home. Many a leson was learned : Tremember you D.D.A.D.D.'s (Disney's
Do's and Don'ts of Dress). K-remember
Boogie and Blow. But above all. never
forget the Law of the Straw!
Xeno-We 're crosseyed. paneless. still ,
hungry and still waiting . Can you help? -P.
Gabriel and K. Bush . P.S. Auxiliary
gnoseology stinks. Respond c/ o EnoAmbience

PAGE TWENTY-ONE

;

*Tinted soft. lenses now available
* Highest quality soft lenses
*Polycoo Gas-Permeable semi-hard lenses
~Sarne day service in most cases on soft lenses ·
*30 day trial period on contacts
*Complete cyegtass and eye examination services
•one hour, ~rvice on many prescriptions
•otscount to students and senior citizens ·on eyegl~sses
_One year eyeglass 1uarantee

DRS. ·ALIE .AND-MENARD'
Optometrists·
DURHAM

7 Jenkins Ct.
Ho·urs: 9-5
868-1012

DOVER .
476 Central A vtt.
• Hours:9-5 .

·. Sat. 9-12
._
•141-57/9 " . ..

CIOMd Wednisda.V . ·' · . •

I

Ii

,.
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( continued from page 24)
usually have a pretty potent · finals. They boast two AllAmericans in forward John
offense, but they stopped us and
Newberry and defensemen Bruce
did a good job of scoring goals
Driver and two fine goaltenders
themselves."
led by Marc Behrend (21-3-1).
Michigan State fled the WCHA
-The Wildcats' knowledge of
after last season, along with three
Wisconsin after Saturday's
other schools, for financial reasons
dincher included only the fact that
and have found success in the
they start fast and have · an
CCHA. Their experience in that
outstanding_power play_:_
league gives them an idea of the
"From what I hear they just go
strength of · UN H's opponent
tonight.
wild in the first period and you can
"It seemed like they (UN H) were
pounce on them later,., Pearson
all over everybody this weekend,
said.
nowhere to go, no place to pass,"
If Pearson repeats his
Hamway, who scored twice in the
(continued from page 23)
performance of Friday night there
series said. "They're a better team
in
here
stay
to
like
would
"I
moves his back, neck. arms, head
Nocera, his friend and roommate
than we are. I know we'd give may be some pouncing for the.
and chest in a rhythmic back and Massachussets because it will
for 4 years .. "He needed to break
goodgame weekend. They are taking the
anyoneintheWCHAa
forth motion. All ofa sudden when inake things a lot easier for my
out of his shell and socialize with
direct way to the title by facing a
to."
will
UNH
naturally
and
we entertain friends in our family and friends," said Doig. "If.
lots of people. I think he's unique
Wisconsin is 34-10-1 this season fresh Badger squad tonight. They
I
then
team,
another
orr
up
end
I
because he never mentions his . apartment, Steve starts rocking
and has stormed through the · would have eventually faced them
and everybody else sits down and will have to adjust to new
accomplishments in sports, and he
playoffs by beating North Dakota anyway if they wanted to grab
does the DOIG-A-ROCK along surroundings the same way I did
wants his friends to share in all the
night Northeastern's anothersetofinitialst ohangnext
(Last
when I cam to UN H four vears
with 1-i;m " .
glory a nd publicity"
opponent) 9-0 and 3-1 in the to their lone ECAC banner from
ago."
be
always
may
Reading
North
but
quiet
a
is
Steve
person
a
"As
the rafters of Snively.
WCHA playoffs and Harvard 6-1
Steve Doig's final retreat. The ·
serious individual," said Mike
No one said it would be easy.
Although Doig's interests ar·e and 4-3 in_ the NCAA quarterpeaceful neighborhood, modest largely devoted to the time he
Nicklas, teammate for three years.
housing, and clean New England spends training for football, his
"As an athlete, there is no question
air is something that he will not ultimate love is the ocean.
that he is one of the finest player's
<continued from page 23)
soon forget.
ever to come out of -this school.
Sophomore Dave Urant and 6-4
"Ever since I can remember I've ball and keeping 'the opponents off
"I've spent so many years in this
Ask him about it and you probably
freshman Tom Nickerson have
great town I think I will really miss been fishing," said Doig. "I love balance.
won't get one _word out of him."
been impressive to make it a fourDefense will be a key for the
it if I end up in a big city." said the summer months spent on my
The Doig that loves to greet his
battle for 'the job.
give
way
really
it
because
All-Am~rican
boat
that
lobster
now
'Cats_,
place
this
call
always
will
"I
Doig.
friends with a shrug o.f the
Despite the fact that UNH has
home because there isn't a single · me a chance to be alone, plan for c~nd1date ~ark Roberts~m 1s o~t
shoulder, or a slap on the back, is
no scholarships, Garberfeels UNH
. the future, and sort things out in six w~eks with a broken Jaw. ! nthing I dislike in it."
the same·one who is always on the
can compete with the big guys
There is al.ways a chance that my head. I honestly believe that a captam for the second straight
move doing what friends have
"When we execute t·he
other teams will pass Doig up for a person's greatest moment is when year, Robertson is a two-time Allnicknamed the DOIG-A-ROCK.
and
of the game, we're
satisfied,
honest,
.
·
fundamentals
alone,
and
is
he
defenseman,
En~land
N~w
more popular player from a larger
"It's really become a popular sit
very, very tough and we're a
.
down exercise," said John Nocera . . school, and then maybe - the reached the toughest goals -he has will be missed.
dangerous team. 'But when we
lai.d for himself in the future."
Filling in the gap will be veteran
Patriots will draft him.
"When Steve _s~~ - ~~ constantly
forget about the basics, and try to
S~ott Angell, . ~reshman Lance
get fancy, that hurts us."
Richard and Bram Venables. T_he
"We've got to concentrate on
defe~se played well on the tnp,
picking up the ground balls,"
keepmg one-on-one plays few and
· Garber added. "They're like
.
far between.
offensive rebounds in basketball·
Depth looks to be the key m the
'
you have to get them."
goaltending sit~ation . . Th~ 'Cats
The Wildcats will be at the New
have played with four different
England Jamboree this weekend
goalies so far, and ·any one of th~m
against U Mass, Tufts, and the
could _start.
Brine Lacrosse Club. They open
-Semor E_d Schwab _stood o~t the ·
their New England season April 3
n:iost, and 1~ the !eadmg candidate
at Boston College. They'll play at
nght ·no~. _That coul~ change,Connecticut before their home
because JUmor Ace Bailey, who
opener Apri'l 10 against
saw a lot of action last year, will
Middlebury.
challenge for the top_spot.
the third period of that game.
A little bit of luck and Pearson
would have earned the Most
Valuable Player honors that NU
goalie Mark Davidner now owns.
Wildcat Steve Lyons broke in on
Davidner with 15 seconds left, but
his bid went wide and swung
aroung to NU's Gerry Cowie who
skated the. puck to the open UN H
net and placed it m with 11 seconds
left for a 4-2 final.

UNH enjoyed better success and
an ECAC committee granted the
'Cats home ice in the tournament
over Harvard and Clarkson on the
basis of overall performance,
according to committee chairman
Jack Parker of BU.
The Spartans, led by AllAmerican goalie Ron Scott and
32-goal scorer Mark Hamway ran
into a UNH squad ready to skate
stride-for-stride with them.

After Pearson frustrated them
early, Brian Byrnes got his first
collegiate goal off a defenseman 's
leg and the list of contributors
grew until MSU was sent home
properly impressed.
"I don't know if I got that many
shots, .but they have a lot of good
hockey players on their squad.,"
Scott, who made 55 _stops on the
· weekend, said. "They were the best
team we've faced all year. We

DOIG-_- - - - -

---LA XME N---

Future RNs:

Get&:tofa

·Bosto n hospital . • •
Make sure rour nursing career ·gets started right. Come to
St. Elizabeth-s. We're a 385-bed, tertiary hospital just outside of
Boston, but right in the heart of community care. So you get the best
of both worlds. Not to mention the historic and cultural attractions,
and the great sea & ski climate the region has to offer.

You also get an ou·t standing network of orientation programs. We set
aside time for you to share your experiences with other "new grads".
There's also on-site educational programs, and our own review courses
to help you prepare for the State Boards. All of which take place on our
14-acre campus, accommodating 2400 employees and 3 advance-degree
programs.

When Can You Start?
That's up to you. Pick between June 21, July 19 or August 16. You'll
get a top-notch salary and benefits package. If need be, we '11 even help
you find an apartment, or provide on-site, temporary housing that's
low-cost and safe. Plus, there's the reduced rates on tickets we enjoy on
concerts, plays and sporting events. Because St. Elizabeth ·s is a
member of the Western Suburban Hospital Association.

Take A Closer Lo.ok, Friday, ·
.·
. ·
April 2. .
We'll be on the UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE'S
campu_s Friday, April 2. We '11 tell you how _you can get the best of a
city hospital, without the hassles of the city. Just contact your Career
Placement Office. Or forward your resume to: Katie G. Mathewson,
RN, St. Elizabeth's Hospital, 736 Cambridge Street, Brighton, MA
02135. (617) 782-7000, ext. 2798. We are an equal opportunity employer
·
m/f.

St.Eliza1l,etl1's ·
Hus11ita1I
ufllustt111

More Than You Expected

- -·BASEBALL-.~~

(continued from page 24)
two regulars, Bill Peach and Steve
inning of the first game, when
Rewucki, hitting over .300.
"~al~s and errors,". the nemesis ?f
"I don't worry about statistics,"
wmnmg baseball, handed Iowa six
Conner said, "a guy can hit .200
runs. .
and be the best hitter on the team
The 'Cats avenged the 8-4
because he hits when you need
-opening loss with a 9-3 thrashing
him. When yc;m win five and lose
of Indiana (Pa.), before being
two. you don't worry about
shutout 4-0 ·by Wisconsin (Eauhitting."
Claire).
Senior right-hander Andy
"We just couldn't hit the guy
Adams hurled six innings in the
Wisconsin had out there that day,"
Anderson game. avenging his 4-0
Connor said,"he wasn't that
loss against Wisconsin. Adams
good.certainly not professional,
posted a 2.63 ERA in 13 innings of
but he did a good job that day."
·
work.
The 'Cats began their tour-game
streak with a 8-7 extra-inning win
Lefty Tom O'Shea thr~w_· six
over Bellarmine. Freshman pitcher
Jay Wickham, - one of the two innings ?gainst Rhode Island
regulars with an ERA under four College, took the win for a 1-0
record, and wiB open the ·
Southeastern Massachusetts
(3.17) was credited with the win.
.
adequate,"
.
"The pitching was
University Invitational Tornament
Conner said, "and .the defense was
good. There is room for in North Dartmouth, Ma.
improvement but you're always tomorrow.
The 'Cats will face the
·
hoping to improve."
University of Rhode Island.
Wildcats bats were oddly silent
Sienna, and hosts SM U in the
as the team could only muster a
tourney.
.258 collective average with just

Concorde· Enterprises Present

·MIREILLE
MATHIEU

Berklee Performance Cente·r .·
.
APRIL 14th AT 7:30
II Seats $15.00

.!"1~o ut

t.11ec1ty. ·

Tickets At Berklee Box Office, Ticketron,Strawberries/Bosto
Out of To~n Agency. Concert Charg~: 429-8181
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Steve Doig: a player en route to the N.F.L.
By David Kass
With the surroundings of snow
covered grounds, brick face
buildings, and bellringing
chambers, the lawn of Thompson
Hall at UNH is a nice place to chat
with Steve Doig, and athlete
quietly proud of his school and
excited about his future.
Doig, 22, is a rarity among
football players. A quiet, shy,
polite young man who wears a
smile when responding to
questions.
He is also unique as he does not
take pride in his blond hair, blue
eyes, and massive six-foot-two,
_240 pound physique, but rather his
tenacity, determination, and
leadership on and off the football
field.
"Most people don't know what
they want out of life," said Doig.
"For me, I'm content being happy,
alive, and well. I thank God for the
opportunity w play football as I
know there are those who are less
fortunate than me."
His body reflects his ability, his
confidence only a hint of his
potential, his ultimate dream, the
world of professional football.
For the past four years as a
linebacker for the UNH football
team,, Doig had 182 unassisted
tackles, · 434 total tackles, six
interceptions, and four fumble
recoveries on teams with a
combined record of 24 wins, 15 ,
losses, and three ties.
Consequently, in his senior year,
after a record breaking sea~on
total of 195 tackles, ECAC coaches ·
named him the Division I Player of
the Year: He was the first defensive
player ever chosen to receive this
award.
.. I be Ii eve ha rd work,
dedication, and leadership can
make any person a success in all _
phases of life," said Doig. 'Tm not
a rah-rah type person or athlete
because that's not natural for me. I
approach football as · a garrie
..containing many ingredients. You
must have a strict positive mental
attitude, always putting the team
success before your own
accomplishments.
"Physically, you must prepare
yourself through running, weight
lifting, and intense body
con~i!io~in~ w~ile you're
prac~icmg, said Doig.
With a 410 pound_ b~nch _£_~ess, __

4.8 speed in the 40 yard dash, and : needs improvement in."
honors in football ranging from
The praise Doig receives is not
All-Conference to All American, . just from people who have coached
Doig is highly rated by N.F.L.
and played on the same team with
scouts who see him as a high draft
him for the. past 4 years.
choice this spring.
At the end of the 1981 football
.. Steve Doig is a physical
sea·s on, Doig played in two post
specimen and an c,utstanding all- _season games, the Blue-Grny and

"Wow, thinking back on me Steve Doig was the finest football being named captain by my fellow player on the field that afternoon."
teammates was really a great
Doig is able ·10 find his own
honor," said Doig. "Coming from distractions. While others _ponder
a smaller school like ·uNH I the question of ·the upcoming
expected I would play a little, but draft, Doig has plans for his own
the respect and admiration I future, and that of his family.
"Sure, I'm counting on being
received from the _other players is
··'
-- drafted into the N.F.L.," he said,
·"but I don't know what city I'll be
playing in, or how much money 111
be making. I have plans to invest as
much money as possible in tax
shelters, and I would like to get
into some type of sporting goods
business."
"If I'm lucky enough to receive a
nice bonus and salary, I would like
to buy my parents a new car a n.0-:
help them in any way possible,"
said Doig.
Doig's childhood was a middleclass upbringing in a suburb of
· Boston, North Reading, Mass. His :
father, George, works in a Sears
Automotive Center and his ,
mother, Else, is a devoted
1
.housewife. Both parents are more
than just fans to their son.
"I only hope I can give my
parents all the things in life that
they have given me," sajd Doig.
, B "My father has only missed one
; '. :!. game in my entire )ife, only
1
:If = because he had to work. My
:if ,- mother is German and she doesn Y
~ .really understand the game of
,:, -football, but she knows what I'm
S doing will bring me happiness and
S' prosperity in the near' future."
With his friend~ and teammat~s
around,·· said Gil Brandt, head Senior Bowls, that honor the finest somet~ing that will be with me the
at UN_H, Doig keeps his
rest of my life."
scout and director of player seniors in the country.
Doig must have made quite an
~ccomphshmen!s and senousness
personnel for the Dallas Cowboys'
Surrounded by players from
organization. ·
m football to himself.
Division I football schools such as impression on-the coaches also as
"When _Steve came here as a
"There is no question in my . Pittsburg, Notre Dame, and Ohio he prompted Carmen Cozza, head
freshman m 1978, he was so shy,
mind that Steve will be a super State, Doig was chosen captain of ' football coach at Yale and
nobody knew him" said John
player in the N.F.L.," said Bill the Blue team in a vote by his defensive coach for the Blue team
Bowes, head football coach at fellow teammates.
_· to say, "there is no question that
DOIG, page 22 UNH. "He has unlimited potential
and he will improve greatly in his
first few years in the N.F.L. His
determination as an individual is
something you can't teach or coach
in your athletes. He is what I call a By Kent Cherrington
1-2, following a tough southern
New England, according to
man-made player."
Garber.
With six of their top eight road-trip. They won a tough game
'The relationship I've shared scorers returning, including All- against Duke, 14-12, before losing
Midfield should hel'p out in the
with Steve is something I take American candidate Steve Glover, to nationally ranked Delaware_16scoring department also.
pride in," said Dave O'Connor, the Wildcats expect to make a 9, and Maryland 14-7.
Sophomore Don Brown, after 26
assistant football coach at UNH. serious run this year at their first
points his freshman year, already
Glover leads the scoring with
"I've - been coaching Steve New England championship. seven goals and four assists in the
has four goals, and _Face-off
for 4 years now. He takes critidsm Head Coach Ted Garber is three games, despite a very delicate
specialist Chad Doe has five.
as well as any athlete I have ever "cautiously optimistic," but thinks shoulder. LinematesJayBuddand
Midfield will be further
been around. His ability is the Wildcats can do it.
· Mike Fitzpatrick are second and
strengthened with the return of
superior, but he never stops
Brian Byrnes. Currently with the
"A lot of coaches are realizing third in scoring, with five goals
working at t~e parts of his game he
hockey team, Byrnes, a former
UNH has a good team and that we apiece.
Garber feels this line could be
high school All-American, was
have as much a chance as anyone,"
fourth in scoring as a freshman last
Garber said. "It'll depend how "extemely prolific in scoring"
year with 38 points.
hard we work. We won't go out when they get things together.
The most consistent midfielder
and blow by people, but if we play They were hot and cold on the trip,
has been Peter Drummond.
100% for four quarters, and do but when the team returns to the
"When he gets an opportunity,"
what we're supposed to do, we11 outdoors in New England,
something they haven't yet done,
says Garber, "he really uses it."
win."
Veterans Chris Kelly-and Gary
UNH is ranked fourth in New they will be tough.
Budd is a pinpoint passer, and
Dillon and freshman Steve
England, behind the University of
Massachusetts, Dartmouth, and will get many assists. The other
Giatrelis did a good job moving-the
Brown. The 'Cats' record stands at two are among the best shooters in _ , LAXMEN, page 22

a,

-Laxmen to make run at title

•
Swimwomen place 8th m
NCAA's

Dan Forget (left) and Michigan State's Ken Leiter fight for
position. UNH beat MSU twice last weekend. (Tim Lorette
photo)

-~--------------------- -- -- ___

_,

By Sue Valenza
An NCAA championship
performance from freshman Emily
Cole in the I00 yard butterfly
highlighted an eighth place finish
by the University of New
Hampshire women's swim squad
at the NCAA Division I I
swimming a_nd diving championship. The University of California
at Northridge won the team title
with 391 points with Vanderbilt
University and Oakland
University rounding out the top
three with 324 and 311 points
respectively. The Wildcats copped
a best-ever seventh place finish at
last year's AJA W Division II
Nationals.
Cole's 59.37 effort in the 100 fly
was the only Wildcat win of the
weekend and stands as a new team
and NCAA record.
,
"I was seeded first in the I00 (fly)
but slipped to sixth place after the
preliminaries," explained Cole. "I
was in the outside lane in the finals
but I was -really up for a good
race."
Freshman Martha Clohisy was
good for a I :00.80, seventh place

finish in the 100 fly and joined Cole
(fourth) and sophomore Ann
Sullivan (eighth) with a twelfth
place effort in fhe 50 fly. Clohisy,
Cole, and Sullivan came through
for UNH in the 200 fly as well with
respective seventh, ninth, and
tenth place finishes.
Senior Sue Herskovitz matched
Cole's UNH team record effort in
the 100 fly with a I :08.02, second
place, showing in the 100
breastroke. Herskovitz nailed a
solid second place, 2:27. 72 finish in
the 200 breastroke and collected
fourth place point totals in the 50
breastroke (32.15) as well.
Herskovitz, Clohi~y, and Cole
joined co-captain Carol Hickey in
UN H's top relay showing of the
weekend, a fourth place finish in
the 400 medley relay. Hickey
turned in season bests in both the
5.0 (tenth) and 200 (eigth)
backstroke events and picked up
an eleventh place finish in the 100
back.
"This year was the first time we
competed in the NCAA 's and it
was a fa1rly small meet (20 teams)
compared to the AJA W's (64

teams last season). The
competition was reaily intense,
though," said Hickey. "We didn't
do as well in the relays as we'd
hoped but overall, it was a good
championship and a good season
for us."
Herskovitz and Cole were top
finishers in other individual events, ·
a I :05 from Herskovitz in the 100
IM good for 11th place and a 55.82
from Cole in the 100 free, worthy
of sixth place.
Other -Wildcat entries came i·n
the -200 medley relay (Hickey,
Herskovitz, Clohisy, and Sullivan
finishing ninth), the 800 free relay
(Sullivan, Katie Kelly, Clohisy,
and Cole, seventh), the 200 free
relay (Deb Maskell, Clohisy,
Kelly, and Hickey, tenth,) and the
400 free relay (Sullivan, Kelly,
Maskell and Cole, tenth.)
"We peaked as a team at New
Englands and it was hard to carry
that over into nationals," said
Clohisy. "My times weren't
personal bests but swimming in a
national competition was a great
experience."
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Sports
Icemen to face Wisconsin in NCAA semi1"-final
By Larry McGrath
The UNH men's hockey team
played its best game of the season
last weekend. It took 27 hours to
decide the contest in which the
Wildcats took a 3-2 halftime lead .
ver the Michigan State Spartans
on Friday and end with a 6-2
Saturday night flurry to clinch the
9-4 win in regulation time.
The NCAA quarterfinal win
over the Spartans, who finished
second in the Central Collegiate
Hock ey

A,-.ori::ition

"It's going to be _a barn burner
and it might well be high-scoring,"
UNH coach Charlie Holt said after
Friday night. "Hard to say what
I'm going to do for tomorrow
night. I'm going home now to see
my wife."
The effect Mrs. Holt had on the
outcome of Saturday's 6-2 romp 'is _

Pearson, who stopped 52 shots commodity in front of the Wildcat
open to debate, but a three-goal
over the weekend, said. "I had a net in both the ECACs and the
second period led by White,
stretch late in the season where I MSU series. Northeastern's Bob
freshman Dan Muse and
wasn't concentrating, but now I'm Averill tipped a Jim Madigan shot
defenseman Ross Yantzi put the
continuing an earlier groove. I past Pearson's shoulder with 35
'Cats ahead 7-3 in the two-game
guess everytime there's a big game seconds left in the ECAC semifinal
series with 20 mintuesJemaining.
With Pearson in the goal, MSU . and you play well, people will say and UNH's George White hit the
it's your best game."
· bottom of the crossbar earlier in
could have loaded their bus early.
Still, rebounds were a rare _ HOCKEY, paie 22
"I felt good, never felt better," •.

((TH A) .

earned the 'Cats the right to take
on Wisconsin tonight at the
Providence Civic Center (7:40
start) in college hockey's ve rsion of
the Final Four.
Western Collegiate Hockey
Association (WCHA) Champ
Wisconsin defeated Harvard over
the weekend and will be defending
their national championship this
weekend.
After losing to Northeastern in
the last 35 seconds of their ECAC
semi-final game at Boston 'Garden
the Friday before, the 'Cats
allowed a fading Clarkson team to
close a 5-2 lead to 5-4 before UNH
held onto a 6-5 win in the
<"' ,::onsolation.
The 'Cats returned to spacious
Snively and dominated a good
MS U team after surviving a
skating show for the opening
period and a half that produced
nothing more than opportunities
for the visitors that UNH
goaltender Todd Pearson turned
aside.
The 'Cats took his lead and
extended their schedule into the
spring season.
"I think we're peaking now. A
total team effort. With guys like
Ken ,Chisholm, Scott Ellison and
Dan Muse skating it's hard to call
them a fourth line," Andy
Brickley, UNH's leading scorer,
said, "Todd was phenomenal both
games. When you know you have
someone like that behind you, you "·•
don't have to worry."
It , was Pearson and the
production of the second, third :
and fourth lines that carried the
'Cats past MSU and will be
necessary tonight and tomorrow if •
UN H is to win its first-ever
national title against the best of the ' - Mark Doherty and teammate celebrate goal while ~ichigan goalie Ron Scott recovers. (Tim Lorette photo)
west.
UNH's third line of George
White, Mark Doherty a nd Ralph
Robinson have gotten the gamewinner in the last three contests.
White notched the winner aga inst
Clarkson and the Saturday's game
of the six-period , most-goals
tournament last weekend.
Robinson's goal with 3:40 left
Friday night put the 'Cats up 3-2
going into the final three period
and gave the Spartans a two-goal
hurdle for victory to think about
during their 22-hour halftime wait.

Batsmen

UNH gymnasts finish second · in Nationals
By Nancy Wogan
The UNH girl gymnasts were
not as fortunate as the students
who fled home or to Florida last
week. They began their March
break with the task of competing
for a spot in the NCAA National
Championships. The Wildcats
faced Penn State, Univers_ity of
Pittsburgh, University of

•
Will

five

on southern swing
By Ged Carborne
The UNH baseball team
walloped previously undefeated
Anderson College 11-2 last
Saturday~ to bring home a 5-2
record from a week-long road trip
to Sanford, Florida where they
competed in the Sanford Basebalt
Classic.
Anderson College won the
Classic with a 6-J record, taking
the trophy from defending
champion UN H by one game.
The Wildcats has trouble
·waking up• from hibernation as
they dropped two of their first

three games before going on a
four-game roll. (UNH outscored
its opponents 34-13 in the last four
games though a I 0-1 victory over
Manchester College will be erased
from the record as Manchester is a
two-year college.
"It was a beneficial trip," UNH
Coach Ted Conner said, "It was
our first time outside. We met two
of the better teams. in the
tournament in our first three
games."
The Wildcats had a 4-2 lead over
Iowa State going into the sixth
BASEBALL, p~ge 22

Massachusetts, Bowling Green
University and Hofstra University.
UNH finished sec ond with 141.0 _
points to Penn State's 143.1 5.
However, the Wildcats also
boasted a regional individual
champion in vaulting and a fourth
place in the All Around Category.
As they have throughout the
season, the Wildcat women owned
the vault. In the team competition,
UN H came out number one in the
event with 36.05 points over Penn's
35.3
The top score was a 9 .2 pulled by
UN H's Lucia Cancelmo. Her
outstanding effort combined with
those of teammates Jayne Dean,
Diane Carlin and Laura
Cavanaugh, who all nailed their
tricks, to pin down another UNH
victory in the event.
The Wildcat success story on
vault continued the next day in the
battle for the individual
championships. UNH captured
first, second, third, and fifth spots.
Sophomore Cancelmo spent her
spring break becoming the NCAA
Regional Champion in vaulting.
Following her in second place was
Jayne Dean. Cavanaugh blasted in
at third while Carlin jumped in at
fifth.
The uneven bars competition
was won by Pittsburgh with 36.3
points. UNH placed third with

their 35.0 total. The top score also
was Pittsburgh's as their superstar
Lisa Sh irk hit for a 9.7. The top
Wildcat effort came from Laura
Cavanaugh, who placed third with
a n 8.9 sco re .
In the individual finals,
Pittsburgh's Shirk was crowned
the champion on the bars. Laura
Cavanaugh kept right with the
tough pace set by Shirk to place
thira. Senior Wildcat Josie Lemmi
ended her college career v~ith an
eight place showing in the region.
Balance beam held major
problems for the Wildcat5. The
girls were only fourth in the event
which was taken by Penn State's
36.3 total. Marci Levine of Penn
finished first with a 9.5 while
UNH's high point was Cavanaugh's
9.15.
The individual championship
the next day was a repeat as Levine
of Penn State won the title.
Cavanaugh earned a fourth place
in the region.
Floor excersises were the sight
of a strong UNH finish. The
Wildcats grabbed 35.65 points for
a second place behind Penn's 36.05
.total. Heidi Anderson of Penn
State tumbled .to a 9.35 score and
top honors. UNH had Diane
Carlin's 9.2 to claim a tie with
Levine of Penn State for second
spot.

The individual championship on
the mats went to Anderson. The
Wildcats came back strong,
however, as the duo of Carlin and
Cancelmo nailed their routines
and tied for the region's third
place.
Although the Wildcats failed in
their bid to make the Nationals
(the qualifying structure allows
only one winner from each region)
the girls earned more than just
the ir second place finish. They
earned a reputation as a team to be
contended with.
"It was a great way to.finish our
season. We've started to build our
reputation," stated Coach Gail
Goodspeed in review of the 81-82
season.
Cavanaugh's performance in
both the team and individual
competitions was another boost to
the Wildcat name.
After a slow year hampered by a
serious early season elbow injury,
Cavanaugh was the key to
overcoming Pittsburgh for UN H.
She showed the caliber of her
gymnastic ability as she place
fourth in the All Around category.
Along with Carlin and
Cancelmo, the three competed on
the same level as Anderson of Penn
State and Shirk of Pittsburgh who
are both international competitors
and Elite Class gymnasts.

